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It is with regret that we say 25 LISP manual

cheerio to Jon Sristow pages 17 -20
(Chairman) and Jim Groom
(Publicity). They're both a bit 29 PC HIRES
busy at the moment with
other stuff, but we should

-
hopefully hear from the them

-~
.

from time to time. TIMESOF LORE should hopefully be
- making an appearance soon...

JEbitorial bit
Rrstly - apologies for last month's issue... Things

got muddIed and generally went wron~ with the
13disk information being missing, and the pages being in

the wrong order. We can only humbly apologise and ask
for your forgiveness. Check out the letters on the next page.

17
A mixed bag of good and bad news this month Just when I

thought the Musowas in a good mood, he gets an depressed as
Jon Lord is no ronger in Deep Purple. (For those of you who are over 40, or
under 38, Deep Purple was a great rock band, who single-handedly kept up
the sales of 8-track players during the 1970s). Some bloke called Don HcUry
(or something like that) has taken his place. Not that Deep Purple are likely
to play in a crummy place like Uncolnshire anyway... Ex-Deep Purple guitar
virtuoso RITCHIE BLACKMORE once expressed a preference for
CUMBERlAND sausages, but later went completely loony with S.s.E.,, often

seen wearing a plant pot on
his head, or setting his guitar
on fire.
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,c;" Unfortunately it seems that the end is drawing near. We
'!" intend to carry on until issue 25, which should see us to

year 2003, which is the 20th anniversary of the Oric.

Manowar have a new album out which should be worth a listen, if you're mad like me, Jim or Muso.

So_Retrogaming is big time these days. Amstrad have released their 'EMAlLER PlUS' device, which amongst other
things, lets you send emails, access certain web pages, and play Spectrum games for £99. Quite a good idea, but I
don't think that people are going to pay 50p to play 1 old spectrum game for 3 days. SKY have also gone down the
retrogame route. Whilst Sky Digital viewers have been able to play games on their TV like variants of Gravitar and Puzzle
Bobble, they've gone the whole hog and got a licensed version of Space Invaders on there now. Plays just like the
arcade version, but the old game which was 10p a go back in 1978 has undergone years of Thatcherism style inflation
and ended up costing 75p! Mmm You can pick up an Acorn electron for that with a copy of invaders for that sort of
money!

What else have I got to waffle on about.. Oh yeah... not content with being Mr Retro when it comes to taste in music and
computers, I'm now Mr Retro on the road too, having just bought a 1979 Morris Marina See the PC Hires section for
some great pictures of this 'hot-rod'.

Oh yeah Good luck to 'GERMANY',who I hope win the Wortd Cup 2002, as I've got £1 each way at 14/1 at Coral's on
them. WelLl'd want odds of more than 4/1 if I we're going to bet on FRANCE!

O.K On with the magazine...
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COMPLAINT #1

Dear Simon,

Thank you for sending me a copy of issue 20
of Rhetoric, but the pages were collated in the
wrong order, and in my copy, pages 19 and 20
were missing (Oric disk and Brian's Page).

Please could you send me a new copy or just
pages 19/20 (1 sheet I presume)

Yours,

John C. Peach

COMPLAINT #2

Dear Simon,

Would you oblige by helping with the
following if possible.

On receipt of Rhetoric no. 20 MAR! APR
2002, and having read through the contents, I
found that pages were not collated in order.
This is not a problem, as I can unstaple and
put pages in order other than page 19/20
which is missing according to the index. I
contact by letter, Brian Kidd, asking ifhe
could supply missing pages. I posted the letter
on 3rd April, but to date have not has a reply,
hence this letter seeking your help.

Many thanks, yours sincerely.

Don (Mr D. J. Brown)

@

APOLOGY

Dear Jon and Don, and everyone...

Thanks for contacting me. This problem was
not limited to your copies of Rhetoric.
Things went wrong last issue, which were
caused by poor communication, and
confusion between us all. Yes, the pages
were mixed up into the wrong order, which
is a bit of an inconvenience I know. Also,
the disk write up was omitted, and I don't
think Brian had a page to add last time.
Usually, what happens when Rhetoric is

produced is that people send me
contributions, which I compile, and add my
own stuff I then post to Brian, who adds his
contribution, then prints and distributes.
The first error, was some misunderstanding
between us, as Muso had some information
of the disk to add, when the magazine had
been already s~~ntoff for print. Also, I
believe that Brian didn't have an article this
time.

Hopefully, it should all be sorted now, as
the missing disk information should be in
this issue, and Brian's page will return as
usual.

A big sorry to all of you - we'll do our best
to make sure that it doesn't happen again.

Simon
Editor

IttST-EVEIt OIUC ~T?
As Rhetoric will be drawing to a close soon, I'd like to test the water to see If anyone would be Interested in
having a last UK Orlc meet, after the last magazine Is published next year, the 20th anniversary of the Oric.

I personally would love It to happen, and It to be a fantastic event. If anyone thinks It's a good Idea, and has
any suggestions, please email me!CHAOSMONGERS@YAHOO.COM
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INTRO. Another machine code book for me to look at - and as you
may have gathered from last time. I aint the best guy for the job! But
then who else is going to do it? We don't seem to have anyone out
there willing to write in - excluding the few that have. Have all the
experts left us ?
Anyway, with no-one else willing to waffle on about books, it's up
to me to make the usual hash of teings - so here we go.

THE BOOK. It's green - not many Oric books like that !!! I like
green ...( www.foe.co.uk ) Enn, the content is rather like the Sinclair
one. It uses BASIC to demonstrate how machine code works and
tries to show the way around stacks and accumalators. I reckon
people wanting to learn machine code should check out Peter
Bragg's excellent articles in OUivt. Rhetoric now have the first 70
available on disk for the PC

WHA T'S IN IT ? Oh right, back to the plot. Yes, there are 15
chapters and 6 appendices with an index. That's quite a lot of
chapters for a book this size. The beginning explains why it is a
better way to use assembly, that :youhave some chance of
understanding as opposed to machine code, which is just a load of
hex. Then it goes in to the usual explanations of how you can count
in diffemt ways

Look, there's binary to decimal conversion, binary to hex conversion, hex to decimal - and 1'm off snoring like

a trooper! Maybe this stuff is vital, but it kind of kills enthusiasm going through it every time. Is this the only
way? Well I know it isn't, because I've seen better books and better articles !!! It seems many computer books
were written by maths fans though and here Bruce Smith goes through the usual exercise of showing you
cures for insomnia.

Numbers are certainly important in any digital system. A computer works via numbers but it also works by
what numbers go where. I wish more books would tell you about what is doing what rather than boring
ritualistic droll meanderings about how you can count in different ways.
I wish books that want to show you how to use machine code would do so and not revert to using BASIC.
What is the point of showing you how to use a 'faster' way of programming and then showing you how to do
it in the slowest possible way?

So does the book do any good at all? Well I reckon it depends on if you can stay awake long enough. If this
book 'does it' for you and actually shows you how to program then fine. It didn't help me but then I
probably didn't give it chance. I am probably being way too harsh though. this does look like the sort of book
that could teach you enough about machine code to get you started. The necessary information is there and I
would have loved this book if I'd had it at the right time in my life. It's just so frustrating finding these thigns
now, when I haven't even got time to be doing this article really, and I should be in the workshop up to my
arms in saxophones.
Not many people seem to bother with programming nowadays. Not many people even use the Oric, so this
sort of book is really one to interest collectors, I guess. You can learn from it if you read the thing. It isn't very
rare but there aren't too many machine code books available and this is well worth adding to the collection.
I'd recommend something like this alongside the Advanced User Guide, Geffers book and Getting More For
Your Oric. Rating is about 7/10
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THIS PROGR.-\.\\ [S similar to the popular De n n is Sal is bury with it by moving to the position immediately

computa game Star Trek wrirren for the 48K above or belo\\' it, and pressing 4. This will

Oric-l. I see no reason why it should not work ex plo re s s t ran g e new replenish shields, phasers, torpedos, fuel and

on the :\tmos. but unfonunately it will not fit worlds with the Oric. crew.

on the 16K Oric-I. To SJ\'e the program cursor key corresponding !O the direction you. Land - if you move into a position immedi-
type: CSAVE "TREK", AUTO wish to move and then enter the warp -

ately next to a planet you car. bCJm down to the

This 'od! run the program automatically when followed by Return - which will move the planet by pressing 5, t\waiti:~g on the planet's

1l IS loaded, enterprise that many places in the appropriate surface is one of six difTerent surprises ranging
The galaxy is made up or'S by 8 senors of direction. from hostile aHackers to ,U\1ms of treasure

which J ma.ximum of nine can be seen on the. Phasers - when you press 2 you then have which can only be obtained by "\'orking out the

LRS - long range scanner - at a time. The to enter the energy - followed by Rerum -
combination of t~e lock on the door.

starship is always shown in the middle of the

I

that you wish to use. Every time you fire your. LRS - pressing 6 wiil return the dlspiay [0

sectors displayed. The edge of the galaxy is phasers at a Romulan or Klingon, the enemy long range scanner and status report.
represenred by rows of columns of Xs and if ships will lose energy until it is zero and they Moving one whole senor uses up ':;0 units of
you cross this you will be destroyed. are destroyed. The amount of energy needed to fuel and moving one place 'o\'::h:n a sector uses

To r7]O'o'esectors press I followed by the destroy a Romulan or Klingon depends how up two units of fuel. CommJr.-:b such ,1SBeam
appropnare cursor key and the display will be close you are. It should range from about R.1Ckto Ship and Strike Quick:y can be cHr:ed
redraw:-. to show your new position. 50-200 units. out by pressing Jny key.

To c!1ange to the short-range scanner press. Torpedos - when you press 3 you can fire The starship can be destro:..ed In rhe follo'o\'-
;:.2 and the present display is replaced by a a single torpedo in one of eight possible ing ways: running out of fuel: losing too many
view of the entire sector in which you are directions. These are: crew; being arracked while ere",' are on rlaneb
positioned with anything else which is in that 7

*
° 1 surface; being arracked by e:-:e;ny shIps when

sector. .-\ list of six possible orders are dis- shields have insufTicient energ:;: trying to cross
played on the right-hand side of the screen. 6 2 the galaxy border.
These are as follows: 5 3

The object of the game IS s.mply to Jestroy. .\10\'" -
pressing I will cause the prompt 4 all the Romulans and Klingor:s Jrld Jr the same

Direction? to appear. You should now press the. Dock - if you find a srarship you can dock time collect as much treasure JS possible,

1

1

1 FOR 1-0 TO PEEKI#276):A-RNDll):NEXT 150 IF AN%=5 THEN GOSU8 5200
2 INK7:PAPERO:PRINTCHR$(6) 151 IF AN%=6 THEN 155
5 PR INT CHR:SI17) 15:'GOSU8 6l)!j'j

I

7 DIM KE(20) ,RE(20) 154 IF AN%'~b ~ND CO=I THEN E'PLODE
8 FOR 1=1 TO 4:pm:Eit88A3+I,32:NEXT I 155 IF AN%=6 THEN CO=(,:GOTO S"

I

10 GOSU8 500 16':'IF H= 1 THEN H=l':GO TO 95 EL SE 'h,

I

20 GOSU8 700 490) PRINT CHRf(l7>

:

30 GOSUB 1000 495 END

I

1

40 GOSU8 1100 500 FOR CH=: TO 7
50 GOSU8 1500 510 READ AS
60 GOSU8 2000 52') E=46('8('+8*AS
70 IF F=O THEN 95 530 FOR DF=E TO E+7
80 GOSU8 2300 540 READ 81
90 GOTO 50 550 POKE DF,8I
95 GOSU8 2500 555 NEXT DF
96 CLS 560 NEXT CH
97 IF CO=O THEN 101 bO)('DATA 38,45,45,63,4S,3Ij,63,,6-::,-::'J
98 CO=O 610 DATA 9b,17,31,31,31,21,4,4,14
99 PLOT 30,2,"RED ALERT" 620 DATA 95,33,33,51,63,6:'.,63,,45,1':
l~j PLOT 29,2,I:PLOT 28,2,12:GOTO 110 b30 DATA 64,8,42,28,54,34,54,28,42
101 PLOT 30,2,"CONDITION" b4(' DATA 35,12,22,57,47,51,3(',12,('
102 PLOT 32,3,"GREEN" 650 DATA 42,l','J,12,30,3Ij,12,(",j

103 PLOT 31,3,2 66') DATA 4S"j,'),0,127,<j,'j,'j,lo
110 GOSUB 3000 670 RETURN

114 GOSUB 35~) 700 CLS
115 IF ANX=1 THEN GOSU8 3600 720 PRINT

120 IF ANX-2 THEN GOSUB 4000 730 PRINT CHR:S(4);

130 IF ANX=3 THEN GOSU8 4500 740 F'RINT CHRSI2n; "J

140 IF ANX=4 THEN GOSU8 5000

STAR ~. TREr
*"(listing continued on next page)
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(listing continued from previous page)
745 PRINT
750 PRINT CHRSi27>; "J
760 PRINT CHR$(4)
77e:O PRINT
780 F~INT" You are now the Captain of the"
790 PRINT"USS Enterprise and your crew awaits"
8(H) PRINT"your orders. You will see your ship on"
810 PRINT"the Long Range Scanner which divides"
82(' PRINT".the gala:<y up into 64 sectors,but you"
830 PRINT"can only see up to 9 sectors at any"
840 PRINT"one tlme,so you are not always sure"
850 PRINT"exactly where you are. You must not go"
860 PRINT"off the edge of the gala:<ylxxxxx:o:)"
870 PRINT"but you may move sectors by pressing"
875 PRINT"1 and then the relevant cursor key."
880 PRINT" To display the Short Range"
89(, PRINT"Scanner press 2 .This will display"
9('0 PRINT"one whole sector and whatever else is"

9F' PRINT"ln that sector."
915 PRINT
92(. PRINT"
930 8t:"'I<EY$
94() IF 8$="" THEN 93()
945 CLS
947 PRINT" Your mission is to rid the galaxy"
949 PRINT"of the Klingons and Romulans and get"
950 PRINT"as much treasure as possible from the"
951 PRINT"many planets.However,you will lose if"
953 PRINT"you run out of fuel or you are attac-d ,
954 PRINT"ked with insufficient shield strength"
955 PRINT".Maximum power can be regained only"
956 PRINT"by docking with a Starbase,several of"
957 PRINT"which are scattered over the galaxy."
.:;158 PR INT" Your status report wi 11 be. on the"

959 F'RINT"screen at all times and the various"
96.) PRINT"oroers you may glve will also be on"
961 PRINT"the screen."
962 PRINT" Good lLlck"
965 PRINT
970 PRINT" Press any key to start"
975 CS"'I<:EYs
98() IF C$="" THEN 975
99(1 RETURN
1O(h) CLS
1'>1(. PRINT
1.)2(' PRINT CHRS(4) ;CHFUi27,;

"J ..* CHARACTER DEFINITI
ONS *..."

1025 PRINT CHRSi41
1('31) PLOT 5,8,"!!. - USS Enterprise"
1(.35 PLOT 5,11),

"t! - Starbase"
1('4<:> PLOT 5,12,"- - RomulCln Ship"
1045 PLOT 5,14,Q6
1050 PLOT 6,14," - ~llngon Shlp"

1('55 PLOT 5,16,"11 - Planet"
1')6':> PLOT 5,2(',"F'ress any key to continue"
I ':>65 O$=~E'(s
I (1]<) IF Dt:="" THEN 1 .)65
1080 RETURN
1100 UX=INTCRND(1)*8.1J
1115 UY=INTiRNDil)*8+1)
1120 SX=INTiRND(I)*28+1)
1:25S',=rNTiRNDil,*2':'+li
114.:' FOR ',=1 TO .:»
1145,X=INT<F"ND.li*8+1i
1 1=:'(' r1'=INT 'RND\ 1 i *8+1)
1155 IF r;PiKX,r."=2 THEN 114=:.
I 10(1 "P i.. );

,"Y i =r.F' (r X,..
'i 1 + I

117i. ~".=INTiRND'I'..8.11
1 18.:> R T-=rr~ T <FNO

'
I I *8+ I'

1185 IF RF.:Px.r:,,=2 THEr~ 117..,
119.) RPiPX,R,,=RP\RX,RYJ.1
i 195 NEXT ..
1 :;.)i, FOF; 5= 1 TO 5
1~10 BX=INTIRNDili*8+11
1:2<) 8',=INTiRND(1)*8+1,
1:2::(' 8F'iBX,8Y'=8PiB>;,B(,+1
124(, NEXT S
I :':5.) FOR F'= I TO 4(1
126(' Px= INT \ RNli (I)

*8+ I.
1:70 PY-INTiRNDill*8+1)
1275 IF F'L\PX,P¥)=I THEN 12b~
1280 F'LCPX,PY)=PL,PX,PYi+l
12850PiPX,PYI=INTIRNDCli*6+li
129() NEXT P
1295 00=00+ I t)(II:'
1 30(. SH= 10(1()

1305 PH=50(l
1310 TP=20
1315 TRm(1
1317 CO-O
1320 FU-l0(IO
1325 CR-283
1330 N":-20:NR=2.)
1340 FOR 1=1 TO 20
1345 kECII-I0+KECII
1350 RECll-l0+RE<II
1360 NEXT I
1400 RETURN
15(10CLS

153') IF UX< 2 THEN P=8 ELSE P=4

-----------------

Press any key to continue."

1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1605
1610
1615
1620
1630
1635
1640
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1850
1860
2000
2006
2010
2015
2020

IF UX>7 THEN
IF UY<2 THEN
IF UY>7 THEN
FOR I=P TO Q
FOR J=R TO 5
PLOT I,J,"+"
NEXT J
NEXT I
FOR I=R TO S STEP 4
FOR J=F' TO Q
PLOT J,I,"+"
NEXT J
NEXT I
IF UX)2 THEN 1700
FOR B=R TO S
PLOT P,B,"x"
NEXT 8
GOTO 1750
IF UX<7 THEN 1750
FOR 8=R TO S
PLoTQ,B, "x"
NEXT B
IF UY>2 THEN 1800
FOR B=P TO Q
PLOT B,R,"x"
NEXT B
GOTO 1850
IF UY~7 THEN 1850
FOR B=P TO Q
PLOT B,S,"x"
NEXT B
PLOT 10,10,"g,"
RETURN
PLOT 7,1,"Long Range"
PLOT 9,2,"Scanner"
PLOT 24,4,"Satus Report"
PLOT 24,5," : "
PLOT 23,7,"Shields
PLOT 33,7,STR$ISH)
PLOT 23,9,"Phasers
PLOT 33,9,STR$IPH)
PLOT 23,11,"Torpedos -"
PLOT 33,11,STR$ITP)
PLOT 23,13,"Treasure -"
PLOT 33,13,STR$ITR)
PLOT 23,15, "Fuel
PLOT 33,15,STR$(FU)
PLOT 23,17,"Crew
PLOT 33,17,STR$ICRi
PLOT 23,19,"Kl1ngons -"PLOT 33,19,STR$iN~)
PLOT 23,21 ,"Romulans -"
PLOT 33,21,STR$iNR)
PLOT 4,2(',"You can-"
PLOT 3.21,"1. MOVE SECTORS"
PLOT 3,22,"2. CHANGE SCANNER"
AN$=KEYS
IF AN$'. "I" AND AN$'

'''2''THEN 213('
D=VALCAN$):GOSUB 8000
IF AN$="l" THEN F=1 ELSEF=O
RETURN
F'LoT 3,25,"Dlrectlon"'''
D$=".EY:J
IF DS="" T'HEN 232<)
IF ASCID$)<:8 OR ASCIO$) .11 THEN 2320
M=ASCID:Si
D=M-5:GOSUB 8000

Q=12 ELSE Q=16
R=8 ELSE R=4
S=12 ELSE S=16
STEP 4

2025
2030
2035
2040
2045
2050
2055
2(160
2065
2070
2080
2090
2095
2097
2098
210(>
211.)

2120
2130
2140
2145
2150
2180
230t)

2320
2330
2340
2350
2355

(listing continued on page 156)
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''(lIsttng contInued from page 154)

(j)

1~q(l RETURN
3600 PLOT 29.20,"Otr_ctl0n?"
3b20 GET Ds
3630 IF ASC<OS.'8 OR ASC(OS. »11 THEN 3b20

36",0 M-ASC (D-)

3645
0-"'-51 Gosua 8000

3640 INPUT"w.rp() to IQ)";~P
3647 IF "",p.;) OR wP -I

q
THEN 3046

3648 WP-INTCwP)

::'b~(' IF 1'1-8 THEN sx-sx-wP
366(1 IF M.q THEN Sx-Sx..WF'
~b7(1 IF 11-14) THEN 5"'-5)1'.wP
:.08(1 IF

"'-11
THEN SY-SV-INIF-

::;bGl() FU~FU -::
...,p

3bq~ H-('
::7(11) IF 5.1: I) AND SI"

:q AND S¥ .\.. AND Sy. 21 r.-.£N 375
371(1 IF

sX' 1 r""EN SI"Sx+2tt:ux-UI-l
:::7:u IF 51.-=8 TMEN S.-sx-:8:UX-UI+l
:.7:... IF" SY'1 THEN S'(-Sy.Zt):uy-uv-J

7-74" IF Sv :!fl rHEN 5"'=5\;,-::'(1: UV'-UY+I

23.b0 IF M-Q THEN UI-UX
-

t
2370 IF ",,-q HEN UI-UX.t
2380 IF 1"1-10 THEN UV-UY+I
:3QO IF

"'-11
HEN uv-uv- t

2400 .U-.U-~
2410 GOSUB 10000
2420 RETURN
2~OO IF KPCUI.UYI-O THEN 2560
2:>22 ,co- 1
~25 F'~ K-l TO KP<UX,UY)
2530 RK (K J -INT (RND (1) -28.1)
2540 SK(I(I-I~T(RND(I)-20+1)
25~5 NE IT I(

~oo IF RP(UI,U'f'I-O rHEN 2b20
~..:> co-.
1~70 FOR R-l TO RP(UX,UV)

2~80 R~CR)-tNTIRNDIII.28+1)
25qQ SR(RI-INTIRNO(I)-20.1)
2010 N€IT R
2020 tF 9P(UI,UV)-O rH€J.4 2700
2bZO FOR 5-1 TO BP CUX, UY»
2b40 RB (5)

-INT (R,..O (I) -2a+11
20~ STtSI-INTIRt~OCI)-20.11
2070 NEXT 5
2700 IF PL (UI ,uv 1

-0 TH£N 2750
2710 FOR P-l TO PL(UX,UY)

2720 QP(P)-INT(RNO(I)-2e+11
2730 SP(P) -INT IRhOII) -20.1)
274~ NEX T P

27:>0 RETURH
3000 PLOT 12,:5, .,0. d.,.. ~-

N

J.Q;?O PLOT 32,b

"3025 PLOT 2q,B,.'I. MovE"
3030 PLOT 2Q, 10, N2, PHASERS"
303:> PLOT 2'>,12,-3. TORPDS"
3040 PLOT 2Q,I4, -4. DOCK"
30':5() PLOT 2q,io,"~. LAND"
3000 PLOT 2Q,18,No. U~S"
3100 PLOT 5X,5V,""'''
3120 IF I"':P(UX,UVJ-O THEN 31bO
~122 CO-I
3125 FOR 11.:-1 TO Io..P(UX,UV)
:1~0 PLOT Rl(tl(),~CI(I,qo

:1:5~ NExT I(

:100 IF RPCUI,UVI-Q THEN 3220
~ I b:> CO-.

31'0 FOR R-I TO Rf)IUX,UY)

3200 PLOT RRCR) ,Ss:iIRI ,"
"3210 NEIT R -

3220 IF BPIUI,UYI-O THEN 3300
3230 FOR 5-1 TO 8PCUX,UY)
:2bO PLOT REI(SI,5T{S)

."."
3'270 NEXT 5
3100 IF PL(UI,UYI-O THEN 3350
3:10 FOR P-l TO P\.IUX,UY)
;341) PLOT ap4~J ,SPIPI

,"."
3~"~ NEXl F-
:-.~5('1 GET AN.
;:=:5~ It: ASCtAN'b"a OFf ASC(ANSI154
-: :0('1 AN7,-V~« AN":;: Jr) O-AN'l.: GOSU& 8~)~)O

J4/-",~j RETURN
:~( If:'

"'PIU.,U"'-'.1 THE.N 3550
:5:") F='OR I-I TO "'~IUI,UV)
:'~~o 0",( 11-, eR.. e: 1-511 ":!+ISI< «()-5'f')
~~41.'

""E
J T 1

-:'S5{t fF ~P'L..I,u"..0 THE" ~5qO

:;50~' F='OFf I-I TO ;:'~IU",UYI
:57.} Owl 11- (';:;'~I: ,-51:1 '2+I~RI I I-So(l
::Sr3\.) NE x T 1

THEN 33:>0

3742 I~ KP(UX,UY)-O AND RPCUX,UY»-O THEN CQ-O ELSE CC
-I
374:5 H-l
37:>0 GOSUB 10000
3800 RETURN
4000 PLOT 2q,20,"En."'QY~"
4020 [NPUT EN
4030 IF PH-EN)O THEN 411.)(t

41)40 IF SH+PH-EN>O THEN 4070
4050 A.-"Run out of .n.,,..qy"
4f)bO GOTO t 1000
407(1 SH-SH+PH-EN
4080 PH-O

40'>0 GOTO 4.:>0
4100 PH-F-H-EN

"110 ZAP
4150 IF I"':P(UXIUY>-O THEN 4250

"lbO FOR I-I TO kP(UX,UY)
416:5 D~

(
I

)
- t (Fit( (

I1 -SI() .2+ <SK
(

I
)

-SV) "'2) .0.:5

"170 DA
(

I I -ENI DK Cl)

"180 ~E(I)-~E(I)-DA(I)
4185 IF kE(I)~O THEN 4220
4 190 PLOT Rt(

(
I

)
,5"',

(
I

)
," ": EXPLODE

4195 kP tUX ,UY) -..,P (UX ,UY I -I r N".-NIc..-1
41q7 IF N~-0 AND NFot-1) TI-<4£N 12000
4200 IF ".E(J)<-O THEN "'.E(I)-kE('2I:R":fI>-Rto (2):51<.11,-5

I-
(2)

42:!0 NEXT I
4:!SI) IF RF-,UXIUV>-I) THEN 43~IJ

42bv FO"
1.1 TO RP(UX,UY)

42b5 DR(I)-(tRR(II-SI> 2+(SR(I)-SY) 21 -('.:;
42700A-EN/ORel)
4281) RE

(
I
)

-RE

(
1
)

-OA
4285 IF RE

(I) It)
THEN 4320

42q(, PLOT RR( I 1,5';( I)," ":ExF-LOO€
4~qS RP(UX,UY)-RPCUX,UY)-I:Nw-NR-l

4'2Q7 IF
N"'''~)

AND NR..(, THEN I ~O()O
4~O() IF RE(I)'''O THEN REII,-RE(2):RR(I)-RP{'2I:SWIL)8S

Fd 21
4:- 2(' NE i T I
4:.51:' 1~ IF

(U,
,U'"

-., AND RF-IUI: tU, 1 -(I n...EN C.J-"
441.":1 RETUj;N

45.", u: p."

"

,,.~E-N ~r..I"

451"'5
Pf:,oINT"Out

0'
tcrp€>dO€>'!..'

45(.7 GOTO 48('<.

451(' PLOT
2q

1
~'-" "01

~pct
Ion"'''~5:1) FLaT ::::!,2I,"f.~,-71.'

45::'., GET
O'

45:'5 O-VAL (01' : GOSUEi 8('0(1
454\.1 IF" 0.7 THEN 45:,('
4551) IF 0-(' OR 0-4 rl.tEN Tt:8(I:GOT0458('
4560 IF 0"1) AND

0'
4 T~EN Tt.=1 :GOTO 4Sd.:.

21.0. :>

'2) '0.5

.a=.7(. r (,.- 1

~58"1 l~
0"'2

OF< uab THEN TY-,I:GOTQ461'.'
4:;Q'"1 IF D.: AND

O'
0 Tt-4EN T'f-1 :GOTO

401'-'
40.:'1) T-;"-1

"bl0 ZAP
4015 REPEAT
402(.. I-Z.I
4b221o-Z
4625 J-SCRNCSI.Z-r',SY+Z-fVI
40:0 PLOT 5X+Z-TI:,S,.Z-TV,"-"
46(1)

IF" J-q5 OR J-qb f1-4EN Z-(l:.E'~LQOE
4070 IF SX.Z-TI:' 1 OR Sx+Z.Tc.28 THEN 2-v
4080 IF SY.Z-T'f' I 0'; Sv.Z-Tv"'~0 THEN Z-O
4bQO PLOT SI+Z-TX,SY.Z-TY," .,

47('~) UNT IL Z-(,
4710 l~ J.: ,q~ AND J. .qo THEN 47QO
4715 IF=' J-qb THEN 475:5
4720 RP (UX ,UV) -RP (UX ,UY 1-1: NR-NR-I
4730 IF SI ++(.Tx-RR

(I)
AND SY+I(-TV-SRCl) THEN RR{11 -RR

(~J 1 SR( I) -SRC:?)
4750 GOTO 47qO
4755 ",PIUX,UVI-I-PIUX,U¥I-I:NI--NI--1
4760 IF SX+j(-Ti-Fotl-(11 AND 5y T-"-S".111 THEN R",fl,-I=(;.(2)

: SI<:« 11 aSK
(2)

47QO TP-TP-l
47q5 IF KPCUX,UY)-O AND RP(UX,UYI-O THEN CQ-O
47q7 1F NIc..-0 AND NR-O THEN 12t)OO
4800 RETUwN
SOOO [F SCR~fSX,5V.I.-b4 OR SCRNCSI,SY-l)8b4 THEN 50~

0
5020 PLOT J,2J,MDoc~'nQ N.Q.t'~r'"
~030 -AIT 10O.GOTO 5150

5050 PLOT 3,2J,"DocIII:,nQ A41,, tl~."
50bO ""lJSIC 2,J,b.l0
:>070 PLAY 3,0,7,2000
:>080 "AIT I:;
5085 r1USIC 2,:5,10,10
50QO PLAV 3.0,7,2000

5100 ~IT IO.PLAY 0,0,0.0
5110 FU-lOOOISH-l000
:; . 20 PH-:>OO

:>1 30 CR-283
5140 TP-20
5145 ..uIIIT lOO
:5150 RETURN
~200 IF SCRN(SX+I,SY)-35 OR SCRN(SX-I,SY)-35 THEN PN-

I EL SE PN-O
5220 IF SCRN(SX,SY+l)-3:5 OR SCRN(SX,SY-l)-35 ThEN PN-

I
:>230 I. PN-I THEN :>2bO
:5240 PLOT 3,25,"S..III1.nQ not pO..'bl."
:;24:>

""

IT 200
:>2:>0 GaTO :>400
52bO 1"USIC 1 ,:5,8,0
5270 PLAY 3,0,7,2000
:>280

""

[T 300
52QO PLAY 010,0,0
5300 PLOT 3,25,"Vou h b d do-n ..4.ly"
:>30:>

""

IT 300
:>307 PLOT 3,2:>,"
:;310 GOSUB '0000
:>400 RETURN
0000 IF KP(UX.UV)-O Tt-EN bl00
bOl~ F=OR I-I TO KPCUI,UV)
001 7 I F Ok

(
I I -0 T...e:N Ok

(
I

) -I
0020

5"'-SH-I"'T
(OO/Otolll))

0030 IF SH)O THEN blOO
b040 GOTO 10000
6100 :F RPCUI,UVI-O T~r' 0200
bl10 FOR I-I TO RP(UI,l'.n
01 1:1 ~F DR

(
I 1 -0 THEN OR

(
I

)
-I

(listing continued on page 158)

The problems of IOQlUng
- after your Micro...

A~ well as pro\'iJing rhe solurion
hm\'e\'t'r Jo present more rhan a

Like how Jo vou rre\'enr
srnr it from getting kiLkeJ

Ji\'err th,~ Jog frpm

rr:Lt" an~lv
r,) L"!\:. on:,,",

~' t" m.1I1\ ;1 i'r"bkm. \1:, rI'"
!'l'\\ llJ ~hl.t r l ".\ :~., ,

I:( ~,lt:~V:--:"~ ,,~,;...r \\
tit":' :~\'r ,"l,

\\ht':1 \i:.Jr~1'''' "1...,!:~':1L: ~I'l. :1'~::1~'"

...hl'\\!I1\.':;~ h:... ;Jr.:'I..",rh'f)..., ,If 1..",1..':'
l':1...url.:r It !l',I"~ ",I~~:\l."''' ..."r.\...i.. '.1.:>.."

D:h.1 Jl',:.!L" r,' {,I~L':f .1,1\\1\ [" ~:~c :"1,"
\\'L'.lt r),:\.~, ~l',di'l:1l: rht',<, :\n,!',

h;l\"l' n'1\\ Je\'t.I"i't'.J.l ~:II1~L'
"f

r:~;"..

",ut"'L'r~h" n'l~h.!L' ;'�n'f(.', r:\.l.,
,I"'L''''

"k,il:nL'J 'i'ellrll;dl'; r',,~ \Ill~"'" E.I,:~

'11"'L'j... ,"l':~...~rL1\..rl'l..: ::-.':11 :-::i'!;..: 1\I..''''::~

Fd"'rl'l"';lr..~ h.1 1 tl:I:-. :'r\'fc, rl\\... t\\,!'''~

11 n! : 1 ~
;

J I.
,1:-:'"" ! n 1.: h: I : ~..: ~~, !! ~ ~

l'
~: ~,d

rL't.l::'I:n~ "[:-,1:', ,I Jl)L;:"'!l' ...n;I:'.r.I..rt.!~::~':": ::..!
;11'1..1;1 t":"II,."t' r'.i,n

"k't"II..'''' 1..'\l'l1 \11\. :--(\ 1\,~:.

r'\,1"r,"~c'I"IL:I" . - -- -"-- I
I
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9792 IF vAc..CHrD.ICe..CM.I))-RNIWH)THEftroI.
q7q4 NEIT

'Q7Qo
"'::.1 T CM

"7'>8 IF
-- THE" '>820

~~B
9802 PRINT SPC(O)18ISPCCB).W
9904 PAIHT

"BQ6 NEXT GU
9808 WAIT 2OO.CLS.PRINT
9810 PRINT- H.8,.d luclr-tu,at it'. ti- to I.a......-
9812 PRINT- Th. t,..a ,.. i. Qon. for Qood no- 80-
9al4 PR INT" don' t C088 back'"
99th PRINT" &ea. baCk to .t"p. M

9919 GOTO q>gbO
qQ20 CLS. Pf' I HT
q822 PLOT 10,I,-WELL DON£'M
qg24 PLOT IO,2,-wELL

DONE'''"9&2. P\..OT 9,2,14
~28 P\.OT ..1,14
CJ830 PftIHT.PRINT
9832 TU-1N'TCRNl)Cl)-21...101
.a33 PRINT.PRINT
9834 PAINT-You have colt.ct8'd -I ru.- ""lInt. oft,...eur... -
"1836 PAINT-"" b.ck ta .hi

p ..., th t"..eure.

""9838 TR-TJt.TU
'

'iB4O acTO 'OtI6O
9850 Jll'\.OT 3,2:',-Ho t"..~"e 1."t....

A IT 200

9'85S PLOT 3,~,oo"a. back ta .hip
""qa600 BET BE-

""00
R£T~

10000 IF Fu<-O Tt-€H a Vou ha ~un out 04 fu.I.Ga..
a

"

.8OTQ 11000

10010 IF SH<O THEN A8-""ou ha e been bloMn to bit..
Cl...,

O'Y""- - . GOTO I 1000
10020 IF CR< 1:50 Tt-EN A.-"you ha 1 D'8t too ,.any c~....

G.-
0""'"

- I OOTO 11000
I 0030 A£T~
11000 a..s.Pt..OT IO.IO,A8
11010 PLOT 10,1:5, -Anotn-er Qa_CY/N) 7-11020KT-11030IF TOE)<-.s
11040 IF IJi#tI8--Y. nEN 1106>0
II~ QCTO 11020
11060 P\.OT 5,17,-00 you n d in.t~uctlon.IY/N)'?-
11070 BET

-11080 IF
""'--Y-

THE.H Rt..W 7
11090 IF AH8--"'- THEN CLEAlh

DU" 1<£
(20)

.RE
(20)

100TO 40

11100 BOTO 11070
12000 Q.9.PRIHT
12010 PRIHT CHR'8

(4)
I~. (27)

I"J

(listing continued from page 156)
~ TI-o
~ "--Vou h.ve been kUl.-d by the b...t 04 t,.OQ-
'l53::I IO£P£A T
9S4O TI-TI.I

"=
"-kEY-

95:17 IF TI>loo nEN N..S.
~ UNTIL ..<>..
~2 IF TI >100 THEH 11000
~:5 I~ TI<I:5 AND TI>:5 nEN ~
~70 PLOT 3,Z5,-"i.-.cI..! -.WAIT 200
~"CK-CK+I,IF ClO:! THE" 11000 ELSE ~30
~ CR-CR-CK
9~90 PLOT 3,~,"You ha killed t..h. b.a.t and zWAI

T 300
9:\ql ~OT 3,~,-coll~ted 10 unit. 04 t", , ".WAI

T 300

~"2
,.,.OT 3,~,"ge.. back to

""'p "'Ith
the t,...au,..."

~"J BET BE.
ff'594 T1It-TR.IO
~ OOTO 00

'bOO RVI
9~ CD'th---
"'$10

CPCUI,UY)-o

'9$20 CLS

"'602'5 P'fItINT
'9..:so PRINT- You have found. "'008 ""'Ich

cont.in.-
'9b3~ ~INT-.n unknown a.ount of tr...ur...8utth.-
"6040~INT"door" i. fi,..ly ...led and c.n only b.-
Qb45 PAIHT-opened by typlnQ in the COf"""ect fou,."
96050 PAINT-nullllber co.bination 04 the lock.-
9055 ~INT" Ho tllo8O

nu"''''''.
in the coeban.tion"

'9bbt,)PRINT-.,.. the .._,but t,- ~. li.i.ted and'"
qbb5 P'A'INT"you only ha b att.-.pt. to Que.. the""
"'6070

pqINToococlllnat,on.."

"6075 BASE-INT (RND~ 1. -4.41
"b80 PRINT- S~nc. the ,nhab~t.nt. u.. ba.. -.BASE
qb85 PRINToIonly the

nu""'.
0 to -IBA-I." ..,11 b."qb~ PRINT"includ.d In the co.bin.tion.

""'9b95 PttINT" CR--8b.,.-onc. you type in a nu.aer
cannot ChanQ. it)..

9700 PRINT- "'v1nQ
typ.d ,n the c08bin.t,on tllo8O"

'9702 PRINT-nu8t)..,... ..,11 app.a,... Th. .,,..t nu.oer-
'9703 PAIHT epr"..-"t. ho. .any of your nu8b..,...

..

'97()-t PRINT-.,.. in the corr.ct po.atlon,and th."
'97~ PRINT"..cond repr..-"t. ho. ..ny of YOUl"'''
'9706 PAINT-nu-.b.r. ar. cor ct but ,n th. wronO"
9707 PRINTOOpo.ltion..M
'97()#f PAINT,PRINT
9710 PRINTOOP, any key t.o cont,nu.M

'97 I
'2

GET D8

'9714 CLS.PRINT
'9720 F"QA I-I TO 4
q7~ RNc I)

-
IHT CRND< 11 -BASE)

q"730 IF I-I THEN Q150
'97J:5 i='OR J-I TO I-I
'9740 IF" RHCJI-RNt() THEN 9725
Q145

"EXT J
Q750 cor.e8-COl"1B."STR. (RH Cl J 1
9~:! NExT I
'9107 FOR GUESS- t ro 0

"7oa CB".""Q170 P'RINT:PRINr"Co-btn.ttOn )"".
'97721=QR I-I TO 4
977. G€T D.

'977b tF ASC(D.I..ASCC"O'" OR ASCCD.. >ASCC"/jOO)+8A-1 T"'£N '9774
q717 o-VAl.

'°')
,G05UB 9000

'9778 PRINT D';
"790 CB'-CB'

.°'q7B2 NEXT 1
978. P-O,

"-0
"7Bc 'OR CHECK. 1 TO .
q798 IF"VALO'110'(CB.,CH,I)I-J;fNtD.O H.EN &-&+1
979() FOA WHI TE-I TO 4

6120 8H-SH-INTlSOO/ORII))

"140 IF SH>O THE.. "1:50
"'4:5

GaTO 10000
&1:50 Ck-INTCRHDII.-I.)

"11>0 CR-cR-cK
&200 RET~H
9000 I'I.JSIC 2,D,0.1, 10
8010 PLAV 3,0,7,2000
8020 WAIT 10
8030 PLAY' 0,0,0,0
B050 R£TURN
9000 IF' oP (UI .UV)

-0 THlEN 4J85O
'>030 IF Of' IUI .UV 1-2 T><EN 9200
~O IF OPCUI,UYI-.3 THEN "6POO
Cf050 I F OP (U I ,UY I -4 Tt-EN "400
905~ IF oPCUI,UY)-5 THEN ~
CfOOO IF OPCUI,UYI-o THEN 9300

'90&:5 PLOT 3,2'5, -Foot .tep. .pp~o.ch...
""

I WAI T 200
qo70 PLOT

J:.~.-Oulck'Y'ou ar. b.,no .ttacked WAIT
200
q07~ PLOT 3,~,""B.a. up to t~. £nt.,.p...,.. be40f""'.

you
a,.e all 11'1a I.d'.
9077 CX-O
90&0 REPEAT
90~ Q(-C-';:.I
~ BE'-KEv.
90~ IF CK >,,:! THE" BE--"S"qloo UNTIL 8£8<

)""-
9105 IF C":";&5 AND Ck >4 THEN Ql10
qloo A.--You ""av.

failed you~ -1..lon.h ,nQ b..-n kt I
led by tn. attac

"9107 GOTO 11000q
11 0 CR-CR-Ck

9115 P\..OT J, ~,"" That .a. cl 0... . .
'

Q120 -..AIT 300
Q125 PLOT 3,25,M...but you 1000t ."
9130 PLOT IQ,~,STR81C1()
913.'5 PLOT 23.25, ""cr--. "",..uII1 T2'OO
'9190 GOTO 9"00
9"200 PLOT 3,25,""T"". plan.t COl""lta,n. c~y.tal M,IIIIIAIT
300
Q205 PLOT J.25,"c.pabl. of ~~ tlnQ you~ pha '

IWAIT 3 0
9210 PLOT 3.25,""88a. back up to the 'ShIP .nd ,n.tall
th.."
'9220 GET

BE'Q230 PH-500
Q240 PLOT 3,~,"Cry.tal. ,n.t..l1R

AIT 200
9250, GOTO 9QOO
9300 PLOT J, 25, MSc.n" sho- DJ .n.t

1WAIT 300
9310 PLOT J.~,-8ea. up to

"'11~
..ith fu.l

"320
Q£T

BE'
9330 PLOT 3,2:5,""Fu.1 now 4ul1.

200
Q:S.aO FlJ-IOOO
.. JbO GOTO 00

'9.00 PLOT J,2'5,"Foot.tep. appro.ch..."',WAIT 200
9410 PLOT 3.~,-Luclty!Fr'endl.., inhAbitant "",WAIT 2

:50
9420 PLOT J.2'5, ttut nottunq to off .IIIC-.pt 400d."

,WAIT 300 .

'9430 PLOT 3,~,"8e.. back to W'l1p.
9440 GET BES
94~ 9OTO 9'900
9'500 PLOT 3,~,-Foot.t8P. .pPf""'oech ,NAIT 200
~IO PLOT 3,25,-Quick'lt. t.he dr..ded b.a.t of Tr-oq..

-.WArT 200
~20 CK-o
~30 PLOT 3,~,-Srilll:. quackly... ~

wELL DONE:.

12020 PfitlNT C)4t8C4)
12030 PRINT,~IHT
12040 PAIHT- You h de4.ated the I<I,nQon.

and""
12o.~ PRINT-Ro..t;lan. end collected -. TRI-untt. of

M

12047 PAINT-tre..ur..-
12054) PftlNT'" Now

t."'Y
aQAin-but th,. ti- you ...all"

120bO PRINT-not find It 80 .a.y.They ...all not b..
12070 PR {NT-so ..'Y to d..troy and .a 11 da"9.-
12090 PAINT.your ship 8C11""..-
12085

""IHT
12090 PRINT"
12100 PAINT
12110 PRINT" Pr... any key to .t.,.t .9a.n.-
12120 GET D-
1212~ FOR .I-I TO 8
121~0 FOR v-I TO 8
t 21 40 KP, I

, v 1 -0 I RP C.. ,
't I -0

121508PCI.VI-O.PLCX,Y)-o
121bO QPfl.'rf)-O
1 2 1 70 NE r T v
12190 NEX~ J:
121'90 GOTO 40

"",tlllAIT

Good luCk'"
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HEARING IS BELIEVING

Tete Sound
SPECTRUM BEEP BOOSTER
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~

ENFIELD HOUSE
SWARDESTON
NORWICH
NORFOLK

~-------
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!,~ \t'P
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TELESOUND has been designed
using the very latest ultra
miniature components so It's
size is an incredible Zx1.3xlcm.
and tits neatly inside the Spectrum.
Three easy push-on
connections are made to the
Spectrum. The connections
are clearly shown In a
diagram that comes with
full fitting instructions.

TILESOUND is ready built and
tested so that you can get the
full sound of your Spectrum
through any unmodified
television set, black and white
or colour. The unit is easy to
fit in minutes without any
previous experience as full
fitting instructions are
provided.
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BEEP VOLUME CONTJlOLLABLE FROM A WHISPER TO A ROAR,
IEYBOARD CLlCI CLEARLY HEARD TO ASSIST PROGRAM ENTJlY.
PROGRAMS CAN BE HEARD WHEN BEING LOADED. PiO SOLDERING OR CASE CUTTING REQUIRED
ADDITIONAL AMPUrJEJI NOT NECESSARY. SEP HATE POWER SUPPL Y NOT REQUIRED. USES NO MEMORY SO WORKS WITH ALL PROGRAMS. COMPATIBLE WITH ALL OTHER ADD.OHS
INCLUDING MlCIIODRIVE

TELESOUND comes complete with easy to follow fitting
instructions and costs £9.95 inclusive of post, packing

etc. Please state your computer when ordering.
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Cyoojudge made from different components. Head 2,
PDdy5, Legs 11 and Gun? I tried and tried to do this but
couldn't figure out how to do it Each time I put one
image on the screen, the next image displayed itself on
a fresh screen, losing the previous image. Another
blow. I ended up only having different gun strengths.
The perps have their own gun strength which is loaded
into an array at the start Each time you encounter a
perp the gun values are matched to see who wins in a
fight It isn't so good for the game. Cyoojudge's gun value
can be increased by buying better guns, or picking up
'chance cards'. These can just as easily take the value down.

Pack to the drawing board Oh well, I stillwanted to
use the HIRESscreen. I had always intended showing
pictures of the different taddies and Icould stilldo this. I
needed to draw different people, some from the Onc world
Fortunately I had a set of Onc Computing magazines which
feature different Onc personnel on the front cover. The
image was aOOutthe size of my monitor so I reasoned I
could trace the image, stick it on the screen and follow the
outline with a drawing package. Crude but effective!

Fortunately we had some clear plastic rook cover

ClJbojudlJe 6

The story so far. Remember this ? The rather bad
program conceived and programmed by the Muso. What a
sorry tale !
Previously we have looked at some of the programming and
program structure and what sort of things go wrong and stop a
program from working. This time we will look at a specific
technique I used in the game.

HIRESgraphics. I liked the Oric when hooked up to a
disk system. It made for a better, faster, more reliable machine. I
thought it would allow more flexibility with programming; there
is no long waiting to load a file as you would have to if you used
tape.
Using the Atari ST I was well aware of the games that keep
accessing the drive. It soon developed into the phenomenon
known as disk swapping. Biggraphic adventures could use 5 or
so disks and at different points in the game you had to load a
different disk in the drive to continue.

With my Oric program I envisaged having a baddie rather
like in the Atari St game, Metal Masters. Here two enormous
robots bash the hell out of each other. The robots a{e built of
component parts, so you have different legs, lxx:lies,heads and
arms. The more money you acquire from your victories, the
retter parts you can buy.

On the Oric I wanted Cybojudge to have a similar ability
to upgrade. I wanted to load a picture from disk of the

,,. .
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things which I could cut to size and use.
pen to draw on. Next I needed a drawin5
package. Fortunately I had made one.

"Sketch"is a rather simple program. ,
is l:Esed on something we used to do on the
Commooore PETcomputers and the like - at
least the ones that did have HIRESgraphics! It
is simply a program that uses the cursors to
draw a line in the direction of the arrow
presses. On the PETit could detect two buttons
pressed so you could draw at diagonals as well
I could never figure out how to do this on the
Oric so I used keys on the keyboard on the
sort of positions that made sense. It isn't a
great program and one of the problems is that
the cursor gets left on the screen when you
SAVE. If you look carefully at the Cybojudge
HIRESscreens you can find the cursor in most
of them.

So, using this program I was able to draw an outline and then even use the diagonaldrawing to cross-hatch areas
of the picture. It was handy then when Lorigraphappeared on a CEOdisk. Lorigraphis proOOblythe best drawing package
for the Oric. It uses icons to select a function and then you can do allmanner of things includinga 'Fill'which never
succeeded on my Sketch program. Thisfillsin an area with a block of colour. Idealfor my drawings! Also there is a tool
that adds colour attributes to a monochrome image.

Allthe HIRESscreens Idrew were done using a comanation of using Sketch and Lorigraph.The process is
tediously long and each image took several.hours. Thisis one of the things that made the programming take so long! It is
hideously slow!

When Clipartcame along (PDthfrom the CEOand Andre Widhani'sslideshow program), I took advantage and made
use of some images. I used the two programs to adapt the images to my own needs. Curiously Laurent removed some of
these when he did his version of the game. I think these are some of the better images so it was strange to me that he made
that choice.

Also,being a bitof an artist Idraw by hand some images.I then transferred them from paper to clear plastic and
copied them to screen using the technique described.OldJoe in the shop is one of these.

.ROBBI

BAITY

UGLY KID JOE
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GA~~~G ~~~ ATARI CART LANDFILL FOUND!

The legendary site of the mass dumping of Atori 2600
f.T. game cartridges has been found. In a startling
discovery last week it has not only solved this mystery, but

o1so answered why the Freeling family has been

traumatized repeatedly over the past year.
ClassicGaming.Com is here with this exclusive interview of

the Freelings in an effort to bring our readers the best in

coverage.

The problems started when Jv\r. Steven Freeling
purchased the 2 story Simi Valley home in March of

200 1. Located in the recently developed suburb of

Cuesta Verde, the Freelings had fo1len in love with the

location as soon as they saw it. "A new, upsco1e

neighborhood, good schooling, plenty of room for our 3

children. It had everything we had been looking for," said

Dione Freeling to Classicgaming. Cam recently, "but the

'..

problems started soon after we moved in."

Innocent enough. things around the house started moving

by them5E7lves.Chairs. and kitchen utensils at first

However, other more vandalLstic natured occurrences

soon started happening. "All of my Playstation CD's were

smashed, except for my dad's stupid Atari Greatest Hits

one. Aod then someone put a gay carrying basket on my

bike!" said 11 year old Robbie Freeting.

Noises soon kept the Freelings awake at night. but it was

their 8 year old daughter Carol-Aone's strange behavior

that alarmed them the most. "I had asked her what she

meant when she woke up that night and said They're

here: Who was here? The E. T. people" she said." Shortiy

after, Carol-Anne could be found wondering the house

making strange grumbling noises, having a strange fetish

for Reeces Pieces and staring at blank television sets

saying "Phone home! Phone Home!"

After some research in to the origins of the newfy
developed

suburb, Mr.

Freeling made

the discovery

that his current

employer

Crangston

Development

had purchased

the land from it's previous owner - Time/Wamer/

AOL Aod that apparently it had been the location

of a mass landfill of something they had

desperately wanted to hide the evidence of.

And it was soon after that the most honitic haunting

occured. E.T. cartridges started showing up

everywhere. First in cupboards and closets and

soon in the strangest of places. As the Freelings 16
year old daughter Dana soid: "Like, my boyfriend

and I were making out in my bedroom while my

parents were out I had already locked my brat

brother his room, and threatened him that I'd tell his

mends he shares his room with his 8 year old sister

if he didn't stay in there. Carol-Anne was off

somewhere talking to a lV. So like, aren't younger

siblings a drag? I mean my friend Mandy why

are you looking at me like that? Ok. I'll get on with

the story. Don't be so rude. So like, we were

making out and I suddenly felt something sharp

poking me from under the covers. And it was

another one of those dam plastic thingy's we've

been finding all over. So like, Brad said I should try

and sell them on Ebay. And I put up an auction



called '60's retro casettes, Nintenoo, rare!' But
nobody would bid on them. When I put them up
for auction a 2nd time, somebody named
AtarLFan with a rating of 0 bid 10 cents. So I
tried bidding at the very end against him hoping
to drive the price up but like, I wound up
winning my own auction for a dollar."

Not long after, apparitions of the loveable E.T.
character started appearing through the house
at night The Freelings brought in poItergiest
specialists who soon deduced the origin of the
cartridges: A programmer by the name of
Howard Scott Warshaw had apparently created
them almost 20 years before for his employer.
Psychic Tangina Barrens, a short women of E.T.
like appearance herself, explained the strange
force and it's control over Carol-Anne as this: "It
lies to her. It tells her things only a child can
understand. To her, it simply is another child. To
us, it is The Beast Atari. There is no death. It is
only a transition to a different sphere of
conscienceness, called retro-gaming."

Within days the cartridges were appearing
everywhere. Popping out of the ground, through
the kitchen floor, even pouring out from ghostfy
white lights appearing in the ceiling. "It was
horrible. No matter what we did to get rid of
them there were just so many of them! We jJst
couldn't take it any more. How could anyone
make so many of these horrible things?"

',~ "';
",',

'

The Freelings soon escaped the madness...or so they
thought After checking in to a hotel after fleeing the
house, they immediately discovered a new digitally
remastered and enhanced f.r. was playing at the
multiplex next door to their Holiday Inn. Everywhere
they go, they're reminded of the horrible debacle
thanks to the evil marketing genius of Steven
Spielberg - the original inspiration for this terror. And

to make matters worse, during this time they have
not been able to sell the house either. No one will
buy it. Not because of the masses of cartridges the
Freelings hide before each showing. But because
every time a perspective buyer comes over, they fall
in to randomly appearing pits in the front yard. "It's
frustrating as hell, because once you fall in to one of
them there's no way out" said Steven.

When we contacted Steven Freeling for this article,
and he was hesitant to talk to us at first
understandably. After assuring him we were serious
about the interview, and no, we wouldn't step on
the lawn he agreed. During the interview, we were
paid a surprise visit by Mr. r eague, Steven's boss.
Upon seeing him, he was immediately pummeled to
the ground by Steven. After a brief rolling match on
the ground with f.r. cartridges flying everywhere.
Steven jumped up and started yelling at his boss.

"You son of a bitch! You moved the landfill signs but
you left the cartridges, didn't ya? You son of a bitch.

: You left the
.

cartridges
and you only
moved the
landfill signs!

You only
:
movedthe
landfill signs!

uesl uesl"

:1M"tr.-
-:-. -;
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More hints and tips from our readers to make programming a little easier.

.~

switched from HIRES to TEXT
mode, the Oric always resets
back to a 27x40 display.

To return the Oric back to
normal, type:
POKE#26D,128:POKE#26F
27:POKE DEEK (#26D) ,0 '

r

N lones,
Middlesbrough, Cleveland

-11 "..n"" the feeling: after

POKE to interrupt
Oric interrupts
Most Oric 1 owners will know
already that CALL #E6CA turns
off the keyboard scanning inter-
rupt. This CALLcan be used to
cure the random squiggle char-

14

\

lW lcrowaves, r'-'l'f,
UMO.

'V-J~'-
Street, London WIA 2HG.

'.

/;",-.
.~,

...~~h
,

.', '.
.~~'

~'J>" .'~
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ints and tips to make pro~

Oric's graphics
extended ~asily
As many readers may know, the
Oric-1 boastsadisplayof28x40
characters, yet it is impossible
t? place ~haracters onto the top
line without resorting to
pOKEing them individually.
The Oric-l reserves this line for
system messages, just like
Ceefax and Oracle.

There is a simple solution to
allowing direct access to this
line via the print statement.
Simply type:
POKE #26D ,HH;POKE#26F ,2M

This sets the start of the
accessible display file 40 bytes
back from the original position
and so incorporates an extra
line of 40 characters. The
s~cond POKEtells the Oric that
there are now 28 lines as
opposed to the original 27. It
will work on either 16 or 48K
models but it does have the
following drawbacks:. Direct use of PAPER and INK

~.tateme~ts will not alter the top
line. (as It does the other lines)
until a CLS is executed.
. If PAPER7is selected the
stat~s messages (Loading. . .
Saving. . . CAP etc.) will not
be seen.. Whenever the machine is

acters produced when using the
printer, and it also speeds up
programs by 20 per cent. CALL
# EM04turn the interrupt on
again.

This procedure, however,
doesn't work on the Atmos.
The following CALLSwork on
both the Oric 1 and the Atmos.
POKE #30E, 64 . . . turns inter-
rupts off.
POKE #30E, 192. . . turns inter-
rupts on.

One warning - the WAIT
command functions by count-
ing these interrupts. If inter-
rupts are off then the WAIT
command will never finish.
K Heptinstall,
Blackpool. Lancs.

Amendment to Oric STR$ colour routine
D Harrison's Microwave (Issue 65) on the Oric STR$ function
works well until you need to display the figures in a text line in
which case matters can become complex. When the STR$
function is used, the Oric places the control character for green
ink, CHR$(2), at the beginning of the string. Therefore a simple
method would be to include an instruction that removes this first
character so that you can colour the string variable as you wish.

The program below asks you to enter the date, month and
year and then a number between 1 and 5 which selects the ink
colour in which the variables will be printed. Lines 60 and 70
remove the first character if it is CHR$(2) and line 80 produces
the desired colour.
A Sandham
Lower Kersal, Salford.

1" CLS
2" PRINT -ENTER MONTH, DATE AND YEAR wrTH A COMMI

BETWEEN ANSWERS-;

3" INPUT M.,DT,YR

4" INPUT -ENTER A NUMBER (1 TO ~>:-.;IK

~"
DT.-STR.(DT>:YR.-STR.(YR)

6" IF LEFT'(DT',l)zCHR'(2> THEN DTS=MID'(DT',2>

7" IF LEFT.(YR..l>-CHR.(2) THEN YR'=MID'(YR',2>

8" PLOT ~,14,-IT'S THE- + CHRS(IK> + DT' + CHR'(J

+ -OF- + MS +CHR.(IK) + YR'
9ti3END

.-.-----

ders to make programming a little easier.

Routine aids complete recovery
Here is a machine code routine for the Oric-! which enables
the complete recovery of a Basic program after the command
has been issued. Note that recovery is not possible if a new
program line has been entered or an error occurs.
J Dunster Southsea, Portsmowh.
10 REM OLD commdnd JPD 1984

20 FOR A = ~400 TO #447

30 : READ B
,40 : POKE A, B

50 NEXT A

60 DOKE #2F5,#400 ' Reset 2 to OLD

70 END
80 DATA
81 DATA
82 DATA
83 DATA
84 DATA
85 DATA
86 DATA
87 DATA
88 DATA
89 DATA
90 DATA

7/t/ry.

#A0,#00,#B9,#05,#05,#F0,~04

#C8,#4C,#02,#04,#C8,#98,~18

#69,#05,#8D,#01,#05,#A9,~05

#8D,#02,#05,#A9,#01,~85,~00

#A9,#05,#85,#01,#A0,~00,~Bl

#00,#D0,#13,#C8,~Bl,#00,~D0

#0E,#AS,#00,#18,#69,#02,#85

#9C, #A5, #01, #69, #0.~ #85, ~9D

#60,#A0,#00,#Bl,#00,#AA,~C8
#81,#00,#86,#00,#85,#01,~4C
#20,#04
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;~~'~g~; aro~~.~. ..~.'. :

~.~.\~,J~ti~ns~\B~~~4iiC:h:?i~:a ~
e . ''''useful vector on "the Onc. It s ..

"

.
the address that Basic Junlps to

~

g ,"aft~r,a.:.:'iJrogi~!!I~:~.~s:.b7~ry:!n- re . t~rupte,d or an .u~~m~d.la;e m~ i- ;::struction has been executed ,;: t''. .:~:'~Norm'ally',:" :~Jt:~Jis"":\;sef <':"to :'

',:#CBED, but other aadresses ~
',;are possible., #FA85~1~~a~se

t. .:.the Oric to 'P~9 wheneve~~ :

'.

,; execution isfinished. #EA59 is ; I
: <:the Oric startup'~routirie':' ,Set-:; ;
, :::iing this willCa~~£rthe 'Oric to

~ I
~ ,:.~lear i~s me~~.ry ~.f~2~~:-,f .o! ~ ~
1 .',RESFT are useq! , -:> ;:-/ ". . ~ ~
I ,,:"".Tosetthevec::~~,r.,justD.q~

~
'11

#1B,.r;zddress. .:,
>"'(' '."

,>.:~
j a

. Gordon R Love} '-: '. .'. ,>~J:'1
~,,:\ ~J

. Hamil~on, Lana,r~h!:~~ ,.;.;:.~::,,:i;~ y

.'"
.:'(

JtI%\~3

Lightening Oric's
LOAD'

'.

There's a problem' when y6u
LOAD 'machine .

code' -'sub-.
routines' or data from tape

.' within' an Oric program. It
. LOADs the data but then stops

dead at the READY prompt.
You can avoid this by

,
POKEing#60 (RTS) into the

l location directly before the
,

starting address of the data to be
SAVEd. Then you SAVE .th~
routine to start automatically.

When it LOADs, it RUNs of
its own accord.

The first thing it does is hit the
RTS, so it retu~ns to Basic. So
you can LOAD the routine, and
it will continue RUNning.

As an example, if the data
started at #9800, you could use:
POKE#97FF,60
CSA VE "Routine", A#97FF,E
#(end address), AUTO
AndrelV Hampson,
Skelmersdale, Lancashire

Lt\( n 19

Theory of
the Oric

. According to the Oric's
\. ~ manual, the screen mem-
ory is not used by Basic unless
the GRAB command is used-
This doesn't seem to be true. Try
this program:
10 INPUT C$,A.N%
20 PRINT C$,A,N%
30 GET FS
40 HIRES
50 TEXT
60 PRINT C$,A,N%

After the HIRES is used, the
string variable is destroyed.
How can this be overcome?
Constantinos Georgiodis,
Trondheim, Norway

..,

.
1'.\This one is so nasty it's hard

J:,_\to believe! When yo~ power
up your Oric, Himem IS set at
9FOO hex, apparently for .no
good reason. Rather than ~~I~g
at the tOp of free memory, It s m
the middle of the alternate
character set. . \So Basic programs whIch use
a lot of data frequently corrupt
the character set. The standard:
fix is to set HIMEM at the mor~~i

:

1sensible position of97FF hex at
the start of your programs. :
'You'll fin~ that th

.

iS also stops

I

strings bemg corrupted when
youswitchbetween HIRES and
TEXT. You should reset:
Himem to this location after a

.

RELEASE as well. :
RELEASE puts Himem to

9EFF and not 9FOO,as ~ou'd
expect. Th~re's nothl~g hke a
little inconsIstency to liven up a

\
machine!

Oric characters
under control
The Oric 1 provides a set
control characters for contra.
ling effects such as fl,ashing,
double height, cursor on/off
and so on. But these characters
have a toggle effect. so you can't
be sure that they have done
what you wanted. If the cursor
is already off, PRINTing
CHR$( 17) to turn it offswitches

..it back on again.
You can avoid this problem

by POKEing location #26A.
This controls printing as fol-
lows:-

Bit Action if set (= 1)

0 .Cursor on
I1 '~:.' VDU enabled :j

. :,':2 .:. printer on .
!

,',' 3, ..: keyclick silent. . . . i.
" .4-' print next character as ;

'. ':. an escape character!
.5 printacrossa40column i.. - line' . .

-<6
.'

print in do~ble hei~ht i
.

". The next two locatIOns.
. ,( #26B and #26C) ,contain the'
: 'characters placed m two left-:
'; most columns of the, screen \
.' whenever it is scrolled or
'.cleared. These could be set to
': double height or flashing and

'. :'then when the screen iscleared,
d,the whole' screen . :~.ill ' be
! !'affect'ed. ,:. ..:

-. "'.~ I .). ':,As an exampie try POKE

\

,"#26A,67: DOKE #26B,
- .~#010A: CLS

"
. .

. This gives red double heIght I

". flashing characters any\~h~re \
on the screen without pnntmg .

or plotting any escape or con-
;

trol codes. .

B G Merrick,
BrenC\4/ood, Essex.

..: :

Putting a''::':'.::''':;'/,';.'.: .'.
,::

'.'l

stop to',.Ories "'::":""'~<'...,.'"";.l

To stop aprogram from auto~
~nning on an Oric::1, you could:
try the following c()mma?,d~,: -

\
POKE 49120J72.

" "'. ".', .'
POKE 49121,169 :;'

"

,

I
POKE 49122,00 'C. f

.POKE 49123,133
.

1

J

'
POKE 491.24,99 I
POKE 49125,104 .!

I

POKE 49126,76
POKE 49127,03

, POKE 49128,236
.

l
DOKE 553,49120' .' .

, Now load the program in the
.iusual way. The routine re-
! directs the keyboard interrupt
t program.' .'

I DavidBa", .

: Preston, Lancs.

::1~I!
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Monitoring
the Oric ,

n How do I get a machine

'~ code program to run on the
Onc 1'? I've got G P Step hen-
son's book on 6502 machine
code and entered 3 program to
fetch two numbers from diffe-
rent addresses, add them and
store the result.

To enter the progra~. I typed
in the machine code monitor in
Vince Apps' The Oric 1 prog-
ram book. However, I can't get
the monitor to run the program
and display a result. Can you
advise?
Ellge/l Sreiger,
Richmond-on- Thames. Surrey

A I'm afraid Mr Apps is
being a bit hopeful when

he describcs an inefficient 26
line program to POKE num-
bers into sequential memory
locations as a 'machine code
monitOr'. It seems to be 'written
for budding programmers' to
put them off. and apparently by
a budding programmer.

At the very least, you need a
program that will let you enter
data intO memory and look at it
afterwards. You also need to be
able to run your machine
code. . . actually execute it.
The simplest way in Basic is to
CALL it at its start address. All
your programs should end in an
RTS (#60) so that the Oric
returns to Basic at the end of the
program. I

If you are going to learn
Imachine code on the Oric. you'

need a real monitor. . . that's
one actually written in machine I

,

code. A package such as Orion
'from A WA Software is a good:

bet because it includes a full and
standard 6502 assembler as wcll
as all the usual tools.

,

But just as a quickie, we can
probably get away with a Basic

I
'peeker' to show your addition I

@

example. Figure I is the sort of
ten-minute lash-up that Mr
Apps should have included in
his book. Commands arc en-
tercd as a single lettcr plus an
optional address followed by
Return. There are Q for quit. 0
address for dump memory in
hex and ASCII. E address for
edit memory and G address to
actuallv run'the machine code.

Let's put the machine code at
#400. an undersize (32 byte)
but safe hole in the Oric's
memory map. The program will
look a bit like this:

0400 CLO
0401 CLC
0402 LO A $40C
0405 ADC $40D
0408 STA S40E
040B RTS
040C BRK
0400 SRK
040E BRK

This adds #40C and #400
together and puts the result in
#40E. The machine code looks
like 08.18.AO,OC,04.6D.OD.
04,80, OE, 04, 60, 00. 00, 00.
Enter this from location #400
onwards. Store two numbers in
#40C and #400 and use G to
call the program. What no
result?

The program doesn't print a
result. It just puts it into
location #40E. Use dump to
have a look at it. With any luck.
you've got your answer!

I

I

i

'i'

The Oric
apostrophied
The GET function on the Oric
works for most keys. but
strangely 'not the apostrophe
key. For example, try the
program:
10 GET A$
20 PRINT ASC(A$)
30 GOTO 10

This prints out the ,cdrrect
ASCII code for most keys, but
gives an illegal quantity error in
line 20 if you press the apos-
trophe.

It seems that the apostrophe
is taken as a null string.

A simple way to avoid this is
to PEEK location 53 (35 hex) to
retrieve the character. This
contains the code for the last
key pressed. In the program
above, you could use:
10 GET A$
20 PRINT PEEK (53)
30 GOTO 10
H SLim,
Moss side, Manchester

,.

to REM Peek er for Orlc I

=0 REM Qrlc B~~lC. ~ug ~83, ~Iax
21 GOlD II~':HEM SI,IP SUBS

::: REM

~~ ~~:M~~~~~E~~~~)~~::H5=LEFT~I"000~".4-LEN(H~I)+H~:PRINT H~:" "::R

ETURN
4A REM PRINT PEEK(B+L' AS HEX

,

5~ HS=MIDS(HEXS(PEEK(B+L»).:>:H~=LEFT5i"OO".2-LENiHS')+HS:PRINT
HS:

"
";:RETURN !

lOO REM COMMANDS ,

'

I

110 PRINT:PRINT"Dump Edit Go OUlt ": ~
1::0INPUT AS: IF AS="" THEN 11')

,

I~O CS=LEFT$(AS.II:IF C£.="~" AND CS'=":" THEN CS=CHHSIASC(Cs1-3:)

I~(' IF LEN(ASJ;I THEIJ L=VALiMIDS(AS.::> J
150 IF cs="D" THEN GOSUB200

IbO IF cs="E" THEN GOSUB~00

170 IF CS="G" THEN GOSUB400

180 IF C$(;"a" THENGOTO 11u
Iqo PRINT "BYE ~":END

195 REM DUMP
::00 PRINT:FOR L-L TO L+158S STEP e

::I
(I GOSUB 3(1

::::') For, B=(I TO 7:GOSUB 5'):NEXT

:':::(' FOR
B='"

TO -:
:;:;4(' x=PEEI(E<+LI: IF ~ ::8 THEN x=x-l:':3
250 IF C:::: OR ~;l:b rH~I~ x=46
:60 PRINT CHR$i~):
270 NEXT:PRINT:NEXT
28(' RE TURII
::9') REM EO 1 T
~0u PRINr:PRINT"En~Qr n@w d~t~. Ent@r S to le~ve
~10 PRINT"E~ter . to .\n\~h"

:.2'.. PRINT
~:~ GOSUB :0:B=~I:G0SUB ~~
:::4" INPUT AS: IF ,0.5="." THEN 11',1

~5') IF ""s,,,""5" THE~J ,='.'AL,ASI:POKE L.~

-:.0.' L=L"'l
~7') GOTO~::O
:.9(.REM GO

4UO CALL L,RETURN

Llr\ch ng~d ";

Figure 1 - a helpful introduction to machine code for Onc fans.
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If you've got something to crow
about. . . a bit of magic that'lI
make the world a better place
for micro users, then send it to
PCN Microwaves--our regular
readers' hints and tips page.
We'll pay you £5 if we print it.
We'll pay you even more if your
little gem gets our vote as
microwave of the month. Think
on . . . and write to Micro-
waves, PCN, 62 Oxford Street,
London WIA 2HG.

Oric a reformed
character
It's great to be able to repro-
duce teletext graphics on the
Oric. But it is plain annoying to
discover that the pixel charac-
ters are wrongly designed.

The imaginary vertical line
used to divide the character cell
into two columns is placed
between the second and third
pixels from the left. It should
really be in the middle. Perhaps
Oric used a pre-production
Oric to divided six by two!

If you want to go back to
sensible definitions, try this
routine:
10 FOR A= #B800

#BB7F
20 IF PEEK (A) = 240THEN

POKE A,56
30 IF PEEK (A) = 15 THEN

POKE A,7
40 NEXT -
Chris Thompson,
Orpington, Kent

Scroll Up for
The Oric
Vertical scrolling on the Oric 1?
Up or down? To go up try:
10 PLOT 10,26, "Scroll up"
20 PRINT CHR$ (10)
30 GOTO 20
to go down, try
20 PLOT 10,0, "Scroll down"

\

TO

Gotothetop
ofyourOric
This subroutine allows 48K
Oric programmers to print on
the top line of the screen which
is normally used for Oric's
messages. Just set M$="Text
to print" and GOSUB 110. You
can make the text flash by
adding the line 120 M$=CHR$
(#C)+M$.

In the unlikely event that
you've got a 16K Oric, you
should subtract 8000 hex from
all the add resses used.
Colill Failes.
Glasgow.

lOO REM PRINT M. ON TOP LINE OF
SCREEN

110 FOR I
- -8883 TO -8883 . 36:

POKE 1.32: NEXT I
130 FOR I - I TO LEN (MS): POKE

-8883. I. ASC (MID. (MS. I.
I»: NEXT I

14(' RETURN

30 PRINT CHR$ (11) CHR$
(11)
40 gGOTO 30
H SLim,
Manchester

Oric statUS is
not inaccesSible
Owners of the Oric 1 and
Atmos may be interested to
know that the status line above
the top line of text is in fact
easily accessible, as shown by
the following program.
10 A$="MESSAGE ON STATUS

LINE"

20 F= #BB7F: REM tor 48K or

#3B7F for l6K

30 FOR X=l TO LEN (A$)

40 POKE X+F, ASC(M1D$
(A$,X,l»

50 NEXT X
Note that this message is not

removed by CLS or CfRL/L;
you must rerun the program
with the following substitution:
40 POKE X +F,32

or use a cassette command
(STORE, RECALL, CLOAD, or
CSAYE) or reset to clear the
message.

Of course, the string A$ may
be changed as desired. A possi-
ble application could be in a
games program to display the
score:
10 A$= "SCORE: "+ STR$

(SCORE)

or else to give messages in a
word processor etc.
J P Hibbins,
Chertsey, Surrey.

Oric code
considered
If you are trying to develo
machine code programs on th
Oric-} there is a good possibilit
that you are having problem~
The following points may be 0
help in saving Oric users a lot 0
trouble.

The instruction POK'
15342#6/..1will not work becausl
the number is specified ir
hexadecimal format. The COI11.
puter does not respond with an
error message but also does no:
perform the operation. Tht
rule is, always specify the valUt
to be POKEd in decimal. Als(
watch out for the keyword 01'1
popping up in hexadecimal
numbers because the compurcr
will report an error meSSageand
again will not perfor~ rhe
operation. Such an instrucrion
might be:
LET A=#9 DEF
POKE#90EF.9

Then can easily be amended so
as not to produce an error
message in two ways.

LET A=#90EF"(P\;ce a space in
the middle of the number)
or
LET A=#9 OEF+ I

N icncs.

Acklam.

Middleshrough.

Cleveland

Position POKEs
on the Oric

, Here are some more useful
locations for the Oric. Thev
work on a 48K machine bu't
should alSo work on the 16K
when it becomes available. 616
and 617 contain the Y and X
co-ordinates of the cursor. You
can PEEK and POKE them to
find where it is and to move

: around the screen. '

Similarly, locations 557 and
538 are the X and Y co-
ordinates of the Hires cursor.
You can use absolute positions
with a statement such as
DRAW x - PEEK (537), y-
PEEK (538) rather .than
DRA W's usual relative co-
ordinate.
S Bobik,,
Preston. Lancs.
--
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An interesting article from YOUR COMPUTER
magazine, Jan 1985.

ON THE
Cambridge
department
company is
launch
at least
three of
them by
n e x t
summer.

STARTING BLOCKS in Oric's
based research and development
are five new computers and the
brave enough to believe that it can

They
range
from the
Stratos,
a £200
machine
based-
around
the
Atmos,
through
an M-
SX, to a
QL-style 68008 computer, with an IBM PC
compatible and a lapheld at the top of the range.

Bruce Everiss and Bany Mtmcaster at the fwA£ofOric
HQ. "How long can Oric old hand BarT)' l'.funcastcr keep
that long wheel base Mercedes hidden from dark-suited
Bruce Everiss"

Ambitious indeed considering that since the launch
of the company with the Oric lover two years ago
the only new computer from the company has been
the Atmos - a revamped Oric 1. Although 1984 was
the year that Oric almost disappeared from the
British micro market, confidence for 1985 is based
on two assets, a booming European sales - in
France even in the sleepiest villages a card in the
window of every moped repair shop invites you to
buy an Oric Ordinateur Individuel -and expertise in
uncommitted logic array design. Using ULAs you
can cut down on the number of components in a
computer and hence make a cheaper more efficient
design. But putting what can be a whole circuit
board on to a single chip can create problems as

@
companies like Acorn and Enterprise have
learnt to their cost.

Much of the year's delay in the production of
the Enterprise has been blamed on the
difficulties of debugging the Nick' chip -
the ULA which gives the Enterprise such
advanced graphics specification. Acorn's
Electron had similar problems with the big
ULA which was supposed to replace a large
slice of the BBC board. "We could solve
Acorn's problems at a stroke" boasts Oric's
Barry Muncaster - an offer Acorn is unlikely
to take up. Although Barry stresses the
achievements of Oric in such a short time -
350,000 sold in the fIrst two years "by then
Sinc1air hadn't got round to the ZX-81, Acorn
hadn't got round to the Atom"

Oric motivators Paul Johnson and Barry
Muncaster have a long history in the micro
business. Barry claims to have produced the
first commercial use of a microprocessor in
Britain - a digital taxi meter which appeared
on Tomorrow's World way back in 1974, and
both were heavily involved in Tangerine, one
of Britain's first micro makers set up during
the fruity phase when people thought that if
you were going to compete with Apple you

-.,,,,,, ,- '---:-',,-- --:7-'--~

IC's Daisy is a £100,00 machine for designing ULAs"

~
had to sound like them. Like Sinclair and
other companies Tangerine was angry with
the way Acorn was given the BBC contract.
Paul and Barry now run Oric but the rancour
survives especially with Acorn's Customer
Services Department on the same industrial
estate, literally overshadowing Oricls
Cambridge base. "We share the same
dustbin" says Darry "that's why we both have



shredders. "

Not impressed with Sinclair Barry is not over
impressed with Sinclair either "look at the
SpectnllTI Plus. It comes out, you turn it over,
tap the back and all the keys fall out. It was
withdrawn a fortnight later. And he was
knighted as a technological bloody genius... no
wonder we are in a mess". (foolishman..Ed)

Of course Oric had its own problems with
returns in the early days which led to a crop of
bad jokes on the lines of "Defmition of an Oric
1 - prototype for Oric 2." But now Oric seems
to have sorted out those problems along with
the financial difficulties which have haunted it
ever since it was launched on £ 1250 of capital.

"If we go down" says Barry "it won't be because
we've got an unreliable bad product." The first
new product which will go on sale in France

Inside this ',~

innocent-lookin~-~ --~>,..
black case Oric s new'.
Stratos and MSXmachines
are lurking. Meirion Jones
steals a gla(\ce at what else is in .
the Atmcs makers' research and development cupboard.

from February is the Stratos - but in this
country it's likely to be sold as an own
brand under the name of a high street chain
store.

In effect it is a re-engineered Atmos with a
reduced chip count, enhanced speed
improved graphics and a built-in disc
controller. This will allow you to plug in a
cheap off the shelf drive costing as little as
£120.

Like the old Atari 800 the Stratos comes
with no onboard language. Instead it has
two cartridge ports and it will come with a
Basic cartridge and optional Logo.

The Stratos will have an Atrnos command
so you can run existing software. Some of
the prototype Stratoses have a built-in
Modern but this is unlikely to appear in the
production version, because of the delays
that submitting the whole machine for
British Telecom approval might cause.

Also Oric is uncertain how many potential
owners would rather have the choice left to
themselves - "you put up your costs to
100,000 when there's only demand from
10,000." The same plastic box that houses
the Stratos will be used for the MSX Oric.

Again Oric expects this to do particularly
well in France where the Government
resorts to non-tariff barriers such as routing
all video recorder imports through a small
office in Poitiers against Japanese
electronic consumer goods. In this country
it is unlikely to appear under the Oric label.

Perhaps Oric's most interesting idea for
next year is a cheap QL-basher. This would
make sense - after all the Oric 1 was
designed as a Spectrum basher. In kit fonn
Oric could produce a 68008-based
computer for less than ,£ 100 - but the
question is whether computer buyers are
still interested in kits or whether they have



Even further from the home market
is the £3,000 portable Oric is
developin~ but around the laboratories are clues to products the company is planning to
introduce to the home. One of them is the Radofen Quick Disc a new storage device introduced
by the makers of the Aquarius computer.

become used to buying a box off.
th~ shelf and just plugging it in?

Another plain clothes Oric which
will appear next year under
someone else's name is their IBM
PC look-alike. This 8086-based
machine will come with a suite of
applications programs from a
British software house. It will have
a fraction of the number of chips an
IBM has and will have" a full
WIMP environment" -that does not
mean you should be embarrassed to
have one but that like a Macintosh
it will have a window, icon, mouse
program. The graphics chip
designed for the PC look-alike is
being sold to other companies
separately.

@

"The new Quick Disc units - the first disc drives to break the £50
barrier. "

~k_. ~_.~'-:;
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This looks like a small disc drive and has 64K of memory on each side of a cheap disc. But the
Quick Disc is not random access. Instead of the concentric tracks on a conventional disc the
Quick Disc has a single spiral track - like a record - and the stylus moves sideways across the
disc. This makes access times of the order of 7 seconds so perhaps Slow Disc would be a more
accurate description but the Quick Disc with a price tag of £50 or less looks like a more reliable
alternative to stringyfloppies and waferdrives.

Nothing to worry about. Many a company has collapsed despite having a research laboratory full
of promise but if Oric can bring these products to market, the company should have nothing to
worry about.

Diversification into other fields such as medical electronics, selling custom chip designs to larger
corporations, and the continuing strength of the Atmos in France gives Barry Muncaster
confidence that Oric has a solid base from which to launch its new wave in the 1985 Spring
offensive.



I have an Oric-l, 48K which I would
like to sell for £75 ono.
Accompanying it are several games
inc. Harrier Attack, The Ultra, Zorgons
Revenge, Pasta
Blasta and original Oric software.

There is also a few 'Oric Owner'
magazines and books, 'Oric-l Basic
programmers manual' and The Oric-l
and how to get the most from it' by
Ian Sinclair, in mint condition.

The computer is in near perfect
condition boxed with all its
instructions. The box has become a
little tatty and the original power
adaptor has broken. I will supply a
replacement (spectrum adaptor) to
the buyer.

If you are interested or know of
anyone who might be please contact
meat
roger@deadboy.freeserve.co.uk
ROGER HULLEY

ORIC 48KJ A TMOS SOFTWARE

ALAN CRESSWELL18 WESTSTREET
GEDDINGTONNORTHANTSNN14 1BD
Guaranteed to load TEL 01536742425
(6-7pm) EMAlL aces@freeuk.eom

Boxed or with inlay ni=no instruction
leaflet df=defaeed(usually writing)
ACHERON'S RAGE(Softek)..f3.oo
BUCCANEER(FGC) nif 1.50
CANDYFLOSS&HANGMN(IJK)nif3.00
CENTIPEDE(PSS) f3 .00
CHESS(Orie) f3.00
CHESSII(Tansoft) f3.00
COMPOSER(Sector 7) f3 .00
DEFENCEFORCE(Tansoft)..f2.00
DINKY KONG(Severn Soft).f3.00
FANTASYQUEST(IJK) f3.00
FRIGATECOMMANDER(IJK)nif2.00
GAlAXIANS(Softek) .f3 .00
GHOSTGOBBLER(IJK) f2.50
HARRIERATTACK(Durell)..f3.00
HOPPER(PSS) ...f3 .00
HUNCHBACK(Oeean) f3.oo
INVADERS(IJK).16K f3.00
ISLAND OF DEATH(Oeean)..f3.00

KILLER CAVERNS(Virgin}..£3.oo

KRILL YS( Orpheus} £3.00
LOKI(Joe The Uon} £3.00

LUNAR MISSION(Superi}.ni£2.00

ORIC FlIGHT(Oric Soft}..£3.oo
ORIC MUNCH(T ansoft} £3.00

ORIC TREK(Salamander}.ni£2.oo

PROBE 3(IJK} £2.50
REVERSE( IJK} £3.00

SPOOKY MANSION(Lothlor}.£3.00
STYX(NoMans Land} £3.oo
SUPER METEORS(Softek}...£3.oo
THE HOBBIT(M Hs} £3.00
TWO-GUNTURTLE(Lothlor}.£3.oo
ULTIMA ZONE(T ansoft) £3.oo
WARLORD(Lothlorien }...ni£2.50
WELCOMETO ATMOS(Tansft}£2.oo
WELCOMETO ORIC £2.oo
WORD SEARCH(CDS} £3.00
XENON-1 (IJK} £3.00
ZODIAC(Oric}... £3 .00
ZORGONS REVENGE(IJK} £3.oo MULTIGAMES
2 £5.00
ORIC MULTIGAMES 1 £5.00
SUPER ADVANCED BREAKOUT(Oric}.£3.oo
TEACH YOURSELF BASIC(Oric}.for use with the Ork
manual £3.00 Cassette only
ORIC FlIGHT(Tansoft} £1.00
TEACH YOURSELF BASIc £2.50
TIME MACHINE(Dig Fantas}£1.50
ZODIAC(Oric Software}...£1.50

BOOKS . .
EASY PROGRAMMING FOR THE ORIC-1 (SHIVNIan

Stewart&RobinJones} £5.oo
GAMES FOR YOUR ORIC(Virgin}.1100se page/several
others partly £4.00
MACHINE CODE FOR THE ATMOS AND ORIC-1(Bruce
Smith) £6.00
SIXTY PROGRAMS FOR THE ORIC 1

(PCN).. £6.00
ORIC-1 BASIC PROGRAMMINGMANUAL £5.oo
ORIC AND ATMOS MACHINE CODE(lan
Sindair} .£5.00
THE ORIC-1 AND HOWTO GET THE MOST FROM IT
(Sindair) £5.00
THE ORIC-1 COMPANION(Bob Maunder}.split between
page 74/75. £4.00
USTS AVAILABLE FOR SPECTRUM/C64/CPC/AMIGN

ATMI ST/BBClELECTRON/DRAGONNIC/C16flj.81/

ORIC/ATARI 2600/ATARI 400/CD32/TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS/MSX/CONSOLES/CDI/ ARCHIMEDED/PC/
AMSTRAD PCN/ AMSTRAD 1512/and more Credit!

Refund available for returned problem software. Titles
at 75p or less may be suppHed without cases (add
10p on these if cases required)

ALAN CRESSWELL

Ace Software
18 WEST STREET GEDDINGTON NORTHANTS

please.

SPECIAL OFFERS FOR RHETORIC
READERS...

Brand New Saga MD Joypads £2.95
CR2032 Lithium batteries
(Saga Saturn, Dreamcast VMU) 75p each
Mega Drive Console + game £11.95
Mega Drive Console + 6 games £19.95
Master System Console + 2 games £10.95
Nintendo NES consoles
With 2 games £18.95
Nintendo NES console + 2 games
MULTI REGION MODIFIED £26.95
SNES console + 2 games £19.95
CBM 64 computer + games £18.00
C2N Cassette drive £4.95
ZX81 Computer, unexpanded £45.00
MB Vectrex £130.00
Acorn A3010computer £29.95
Acorn RGB Monitors for A3010 £10.00
Apple MAC LCII computers £45.00

(with calor monitor)
Monochrome monitors for 8-bits £5.00

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
AND POSTAL COSTS.
Small items less than 2Kg in
weight shipped by ROYAL MAIL
All items over 2Kg will be shipped
by INITIAL CITY LINK COURIER
service. (around £8.00)

Payment in GB Pounds, US$, or EURO
By Cheque, postal order or cash,

Nochex, Paypal, and credit card.

Credit cards accepted securely

.~ VISA .'.'''',
.
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@ITHE MATTHEW SMITH FILE
r Matthew Smith's Lair articles, Big K April 84

Big K magazine, NO.l April 1984.
Page 11.

~ stillget more than a couple of per cent,
."- even he might do things differently. "If I

were starting again and had a good game.
I'd offer it around several software houses
before accepting the first offer that comes
along," said a slightly bitter Matthew. For
every pound which he gets from Manic
Miner. Bug Byte rake in the other £19...
that's £76,000 worth of sales. And the
moral of this story? "Stay freelance, very
definitely!"

SEVENTEEN-YEAR-OLDMATTHEWSMITH
has just quit Uverpool's Bug Byte to found
his own independent label with a couple of
other known-names - as Software Projects.
A relatively new VideoStar, it was Smith
who brought the US videogame Miner'4ger
to the Spectrum eta I with his related, Manic
Miner just over a year ago.

He's now haggling with Bug Byte for payment of
substantial royalties (around £16,000) on the 40,000
copies of Manic Miner they still hold
in stock. Matthew's already made that
much again from his 5 per cent cut on
the first 40,000 copies. \\ It's a popular
misconception that I worked for Bug
Byte and was then lured away. I never
did - all they ever did was to
manufacture and sell my game for me,"
said a now older and wiser Matthew
Smith.

He left Bug Byte together with one of the founders, Alan
Maton. He
took Manic Miner with him "as away of getting Software
Projects off
the ground."

Matthew began playing games on a cheapo-cheapo
Tandy TRS 80 model 1. While still 16 he produced his
first game, called Styx, but added that it was "quite a
fiop" for Bug Byte. "But that didn't put me off. I just got
down to writing Manic Miner that summer (1983). I
realise that Styx was so bad because
I had been writing it on the
Spectrum, rather than using the TRS
80 for design and then targeting back
to the Spectrum.

"Itls become a lot easier to write the
game which I'm now working on, Jet
Set Willy. Since I fixed a hardware
fault on the TRS 80 model 4 which I
now use," he added. Jet Set Willyis a
classic shoot 'em'up speed-freak's
game.

And what of fame and fortune? Well, Matthew is well
known in the designer world but hasn't yet got the
VideoStar status he deserves.

But will admit to "tens of thousands of pounds" in
royalties for eighteen month's work. This is lithe reward
of being able to stay freelance", said Matthew, and he
added that to save the hassle of starting a company and

Matthew Smith's Lair articles, PCG march 84
Personal Computer Games magazine, March 1984.
Pages 29 and 31.

At 18, star-programmer Matthew
Smith says he's over the hill. Peter
Conner, 27, takes notes and worries
about his pension. Matthew Smith.
The Miner Designer.

When I arrived at Uverpool's Ume
Street Station one grey December
after-noon in 1983 the first thing I

noticed about Matthew Smith was
that he wasn't wearing any socks. Hadn't he
earned anything from writing the top-selling
Spectrum game Manic Miner? Couldn't he
afford socks? As I later found out, my worries
were unfounded; he certainly had made some
money. But Matthew Is not the whizzkld breed of
programmer, the adolescent brat who trades in his
push-bike for a Ferrari on his 17th birthday.

Instead, he is an unassuming, but confident,
teenager who is ready for even more success as

- Jet Set Willy,the next
8~ instalment in the

:*~~ Manic Miner saga, hits the
~ nation's micros. At the
~offices of Software Projects,
~the new company in which
-; Matthewis a major
4shareholder, he told me how
8~ he'd first become interested in
; computing: 'I'd been keen on
:-:electronics, building transistor
8iradios and so on, and five
-~ years ago my parents gave

me a Tandy for Christmas. It
only had 4K of memory and unextended Basic,
but it got me hooked.'

Like many others involved in Liverpool computing
Matthew joined the Tandy users' group based in
the local dealer's shop. 'We used to
hang around after closing,' says Matthew.
'Fortunatelythe manager was an enthusiast as



THE MATTHEW SMITH FILE
welL' He pursued his
interest at home too, and
at the age of 14 wrote his
first commercial program,
a version of Galaxians
called Delta Tau One. 'It
took me weeks to write it.
1 think it sold 13 copies
and 1 made about £50
profit.

Matthew's approach to
programming is
straightforward: 'When I
got the Spectrum 1 worked
out the limitations of the
machine and then decided
to write a program to go to
the limits.' He actually
wrote Manic Miner on a
Model 4 Tandy with 5
megabyte hard disk and
then transcribed it on to

the Spectrum. 'It's more efficient like that,'
says Matthew, 'because the Tandy and the
Spectrum both have the Z80 processor, and
there's no waiting for loading and saving.'

'It was just an average
game,' he added
modestly. Average or not, the game showed
him that there was a living to be made in
programming. Through his contacts in the Tandy
shop he began to write business and accounting
programs for companies in the Uverpool area. It
was this freelance work which saw him through
the period after leaving school in October 1982.

I asked him if he had had any artistic help with
Manic Miner's impressive graphics. 'No,' he
replied, 'I drew them out myself on graph
paper. Art was one of my better subjects at
school.'

'I didn't like school,' says Matthew, 'and it didn't
like me.' Still, he managed to pickup nine or
10 '0' levels. It was only in April of last year that
Matthew first got the Spectrum which has
brought him fame and fortune. By this time he'd
become associated
with Bug-Byte, and it
was for them that he
wrote Styx, his first
successful game
program. In this
perilous Journey to
the Hades of Greek
mythology an
experienced eye
might be able to
detect the germ of
Manic Miner.

Manic Miner, though, was not originally
Matthew's idea. It came first of all from Alan

Maton, his partner
in Software
Projects, who
suggested the idea
of a figure
tunnelling down.
Matthew turned
this upside down
and the result was
the game all

.:- Spectrumowners
know and love.
Their first thought

.':, for a name was
,

'~ Miner49'er but;
"'
..,.

;
.

7~like many great

\':~ inventions,
'u~~., someone else got

there just before
them. Whatever
the name,
Matthew was
confident of

success: '1 was pretty sure it was a winner as
soon as I'd finished it'

Before starting on
the Herculean task of '-~~
creating Manic Miner)'
Matthew went on an
'inspirational skiing
trip', which seems
odd since he
describes himself as
'naturally lazy'. It
must have done the trick, though, because he
was able to come back and spend eight solid
weeks on the new program. He followed a
daunting routine, getting up in the evening,
working until lunchtime, sleeping for a few
hours and then going back to the computer. It
doesn't sound like laziness to me.

He took a two-month holiday after Manic
Miner's completion in which, he says, 'I just
went to bed at nights. I But there has been little
rest for him since his return to Uverpool. In



CONTINUED...

September a follow-up to Manic Miner was
'discussed over meals in various restaurants'. And
so, over the tabledoth, Jet Set Willywas born.
Matthew has found things rather difficult with WHly.
'To program you really have to enjoy sitting at a
computer all night,' he said, 'but I'm getting too
old to manage the hard regime.i

However, despite the weight of his 18 years,
Matthew is pleased with what he's achieved in Jet
Set Willy.'I think I've got about three times as
much into the program as in ManicMiner.' He
describes it as being in the style of an 'artade
adventure' with graphics developed on his own
spedal software. Again he's confident of success:
It'll reach number one,' he predicts, but he doesn't
think it will stay there as long as Manic Miner
because 'there's too much good competition around
nowadays.' Jet Set Wittyis bound to bring
Matthew even more publidty, yet the role of ace
programmer is one he's unwilling to play. '1 don«t
particularly want to be a star,' he says. '1just want
the acknowtedgement I think I deserve for writing
good programs.

Part of this recognition is likelyto be a tot more
money - to go
with the £20,000 or so he has already banked from
Manic Miner. But there won't be any extravagances:
'I'm not interested in ftash cars and that kind of
thing,' he says. The money has just made it a bit
easier to be lazy...'

After another skiing trip Matthew expects to start
thinking about a follow-up to Jet Set Willy- perhaps
to be called WillyMeets the
Taxman. He also intends to start programming on
the Spectravideo and other machines using the
MSXoperating system; another massive market for
miner Willy. Looking further ahead Matthew's
future is uncertain. He Is sure, though, that he
won't always be a games designer. 'Programming
games won't keep me going for the rest of my life,'
he says. So what will? He hopes to take a doser
interest in the business side of Software Projects
and doesn't rule out the possibility of studying
Computer Sdence 'when I'm too old to program'.
That might not be too far away since he says 'I'm
a bit over the hill already'.

And what about those socks? Obviously Matthew
Smith has enough pocket money to buy a few
thousand pairs. 'I only wear them occasionally,' he
says, 'when it's very, very cold.' Somehow, writing
Manic Miner seems to have warmed the parts that
other computer games don't reach.

"

@
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Email passed on from Matt Coates...

After a few upheavals over the past months I am now living at the
above address. It is a flat without any spare room for anything but
mainly essentials and I'm afraid I have not been able to keep my
varied collection of early computers. There was no chance of
holding on to the loft full of papers, disks and magaZines,as well
as boxes of computer bits and pieces.

It was all at very short notice and there wasn't time to find them all
good homes but I did my best. Some went to an acquaintance in a
local computer shop who said, though selling Pes during the day,
he was interested in antique computers for his own use, though I
suspect by that he meant Amigas.

And what was left over went to another friend who runs a car boot
sale stall. So there is a chance that the Ories etc. may find new
homes after all rather than going direct to the tip, though I am not
too hopeful. The only computer 1 have been able to keep is the
Atari ST which I still use for all my main computing work, such as
writing letters and playing captive.

1 do have room for just the one computer. But I'm afraid I have to
consider myself retired from the Einstein and Oric scene, not to
mention Sam and others, though the supply of Sam news and disks
dried up. It was wonderful for a while, with a really good regular
Samdisk magazine.

Still, 1 won't be resubscribing this time, and will have to send a
copy of this letter to Tony Adams for Einstein too. Sad.

I hope Rhetoric manages to continue for as long as possible.

Yours Sincerely Norma (Wrangham)

EDITOR REPUES...

Sorry to hear of another reader leaving us. We wish you all
the best for the future.

Simon
RHETORIC
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For those of you pulling out your hair (or frantically tugging at the
syrup that has replaced the hair that you've already pulled out), here's
the codes for Twilighte's beastly hard MAGNETIX game.

Level codes are:
Level 0 - ORIC
Level I -8812.
Level 2 - NICK
(that's a one not an I)
Level 3 -DICK

Level 4 -TECH

Level 5 - MYfH
Level 6 - FLUX

Level 7 - NOAtl

Level 8 - MEGA
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INTRO. Another look at the Oric library. this time we have a look at
the work oflan Sinc1air. He was a well known author in the early
eighties, writing for magazines such as Personal Computer World
and Computing Today. He wrote several books of the same type for
different machines. The vast majority are written as a manual
substitute.

THE BOOK. I reckon this must be the most common Oric book after
teh manuals. Why? Well the early Oric-l manual was a rubbish
pamphlet with little information so there was a big demand for a
decent manual. Ian Sinc1air filled the gap. Oric soon had it's own
manual out though whihc pretty much makes, The Oric-l and How
to Get the Most From it, a redundant book.

WHA T' S IN IT ? There are 10 chapters and 4 appendices and an
index which is rather useful! (Some Oric manuals didn't have one).
I won't say much more execpt that if you don't have the Oric manual
this is great. If you do it isn't much use as it covers the same ground
in the same sort of fashion. Decent stuff, but nothing new.

What's this, a machine code book? Oh Yes!
There is great demand for decent books on machine code for the Oric. The
Advanced User Guide and Geffer's book are vital resources, but to learn I
think you need something a bit more basic. Sinc1air introduced this book just
as the new Atmos came out.
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THE BOOK. Oric and Atmos Machine Code is aims to introduce intrigued
Oric users to the shady world of machine code. .

WHA T'S IN IT? You know, I always wanted something like this back in the
eighties but never had one, so I never really got around to learning machine
code, so I'm probably not the best judge of such a book. Many of these books
seem to spend ages talking about different ways of numbering things and
waffling on about Hex, then all of a sudden it's boolean logic with stacks -
first in , last out put that over here and the other over there stuff. So how does
it print stuff on the screen ? You know, why not show us some proper stuff
like doing the equivalent of 10 PRINT "ATARI - WHY OH WHY?" 20
GOTO 10 You know, the sort of stuff that isn't so, erm, abstract.

.
,

Maybe it's just the way my mind works, but I found this book a bit unhelpful.
There is a lot of information in there and I'm sure it will help some people,
But it uses BASIC an awful lot to show how to program in machine code
which seems a bit self defeating! If it works for you then I guess it is great -
it didn't do it for me though.



definesa PLUS operation which sums all its arguments
LUS 1 2 3 4 5 6 7)

t 28
@)

Character macros are special characters with an associated function which is called when the respective
character is input trom the keyboard. The quote is the only predefined character macro. READ looks up a
table (stored at $8000) to determine whether a character is a character macro. To define a character macro,
you just have to store the corresponding byte in this table and associate it with the function you want.

Example:
? (PUTD '''#'' '(LAMBDA 0 (EVAL (READ))))
=(LAMBDA NIL (EVAL (READ)))
? (RADIX 16) (MEMORY (+ 8000 3) FF)
=10
=0 # has the ASCII value 23h; the table starts at character 20h...
? (SETQ N 8) (PUTD 'TEST '(LAMBDA (X) (I X #(* N N))))
=8
=(LAMBDA (X) (I X 64))

Note that the expression preceded with # has been evaluated...
? (QUOTE # (+ 2 2))
=4 . .. althoughinsidea protected expression.

c) Function Macros
Function macros are dual-evaluation functions defined as follows:

(NfLAMBDA param expl exp2 ... expN)

A single symbol is supplied as a formal parameter; at runtime it will be linked to the whole list which invokes
the macro (without any evaluation), including the function at the beginning of the list. The body of the macro
(the expressions exp 1 ... expN) is executed and the result is fed back to evaluation!
The purpose of a function macro is therefore to replace the macro call with another expression.

Example:
(PUTD 'IF '(MLAMBDA L

(LIST 'COND
(LIST (CADR L) (CADDR L))
(LIST (CAR (CDDDR L)))

)))

defines an "IF" macro which builds a COND expression containing the arguments trom the IF.

Thus,
(IF (PLUSP N) N (- 0 N))

willbuild the list .

(COND «PLUSP N) N) «- 0 N)))
which will be evaluated in turn, yielding the absolute value ofN.
This powerful mechanism may seem inefficient and cumbersome for defining an IF function (i.e. invoking the
macro, reading through the arguments and allocating dotted paris to build a COND expression, before finally
evaluating this expression. But its value shows when you compare it to the IF version obtained using

17



LAMBDA in the context of "overriding" function macros. To verify this, let's slightly modify the IF
as follows:

(PUTD 'IF '(MLAMBDA L
(RPLACA L 'COND)
(RPLACD L (LIST (LIST (CADR L) (CADDR L»

.

(LIST (CAR (CDDDR L»»)
»

Now the IF will be replaced once for all by a COND when it is first executed.
Example:

? (PUTD 'FACT '(LAMBDA (N)
? (IF (ZEROP N) 1 (* N (FACT (- NI»»»
=(LAMBDA (N) (IF (ZEROP N) 1 (* N (FACT (- NI»»)
? (FACT 3)
=6
? (GETD 'FACT)
=(LAMBDA (N) (COND «ZEROP N) 1) «* N (FACT (- NI»»»

When the IF is first executed, the code for FACT gets modified! The code is then more efficient than when
using an IF implemented with an FLAMBDA!

This kind of manipulation is useful when porting LISP programs from one machine to another (in our
example, suppose that IF is not available on the target machine) or for defining functions efficiently. Although
macros themselves are not very easy to read and more difficult to write than standard LAMBDAs, using
macros often makes the overall program more readable while preserving high performance.
Example:

The LET construct is available in many LISP dialects for defining local symbols in the block. Using LET,
the above IF definition could be written in a more legible way:

(PUTD 'IF '(MLAMBDA L
(LET (

(X (CADR L»
(Y (CADDR L»
(Z (CAR (CDDDR L»)

)
(RPLACA L 'COND)
(RPLACD L (LIST (LIST X Y) (LIST Z»)

»)

LET can be defined efficiently with a macro which replaces it as a LAMBDA:
(PUTD 'LET '(MLAMBDA L

(RPLACA L (CONS 'LAMBDA
(CONS (ALLCAR (CADR L»

(CDDR L»»
(RPLACD L (ALLCADR (CADR L»)

»
where ALLCAR and ALLCADR are used respectively to get the formal parameters and the actual arguments:

(PUTD 'ALLCAR '(LAMBDA (L)
(COND «(NULL L) NIL)

«CONS (CAAR L) (ALLCAR (CDR L»»»)
(PUTD 'ALLCADR '(LAMBDA (L)
(COND «(NULL L) NIL)

«CONS (CADAR L) (ALLCADR (CDR L»»»)
18



,i'-Level Functions @,sp allows you to pass a function as a parameter to another function. But, since the first item in a list
~ the function) is never evaluated by the EVAL function, the functionobtained as an argumentcannot be

loked directly. For example, the classic functional MAP (which applies a function to all the items of a list
nd returns the list of results) cannot be written as follows in OricLisp:

(PUTD 'MAP '(LAMBDA (F L)
(COND ((NULL L) NIL)

((CONS (F (CAR L))
(MAP F (CDR L)))))))

because the symbol F in the position of a function will not be evaluated. (Note: in many LISP dialects, the
above definition of MAP will only work if F has no associated definition.) In addition, OricLisp has no
APPLY function available but such constructs as (APPLY F ARGS) can easily be replaced with (EVAL
(CONS F ARGS)).
MAP can thus be defined:

(PUTD 'MAP '(LAMBDA (F L)
(COND ((NULL L) NIL)

((CONS (APPLY F (LIST (CAR L)))
(MAP F (CDR L)))))))

and tbis definition will work without any restriction. APPLY can be defined using just (LAMBDA (F L)
(EVAL (CONS F L))) or using a macro:

(MLAMBDA L
(RPLACA L 'EVAL)
(RPLACD L (LIST (LIST 'CONS (EVAL (CADR L)) (EVAL (CADDR L)))))).

Example:
? (MAP '(LAMBDA(X)(* X X)) '(1 2 3 4 5))
=(1 4 9 16 25)
? (MAP 'PLUSP '(1 8 -2 6 -3))
=(T T NIL T NIL)

A. Appendix A: Copyright
------------------------
The OricLisp software and this manual are copyrighted Fabrice Frances.
They are distributed as ffeeware and you may only be charged for the medium
which they are supplied on. There are better ways to spend your money,
for example by sending me donations to the address below:

Fabrice Frances
16, allee du Vaucluse
3 1770 COLOMIERS
FRANCE

B Appendix B' Formal Definitions
For a "LISPian", a LISP function is worth a thousand words, so how could the behaviour of a primitive be
better understood than by examiningits code written in LISP? Many functionsimplementedin machinecode
in OricLisp could also be written in LISP, but then they would be less efficient and use up much stack space
(because of their recursivity).

The real minimum kernel consists of the definitions LAMBDA, FLAMBDA,
MLAMBDA and the primitives READ, EY AL, PRIN, COND, CAR, CDR, CONS, PUTD, GETD,
NULL, ATOM, RPLACA, RPLACD, EQ, TIME, MEMORY, RADIX, <, >, +, -, *, /, MOD.
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All other functions can be written based on those core primitives. The following definitions behave exat
same as the corresponding machine-code routines (they return the same results under any circumstance~t
though the actual implementation is different for the sake of perfonnance. The only primitives which are"
implemented recursively are LIST and APPEND (they shouldn't...). Finally, APPLY is not a sYmboldefinet\.,
OricLisp, but it exists internally and can be defined by

(PUTD 'APPLY '(LAMBDA (F ARGS) (EV AL (CONS F ARGS))))
even though the actual implementation does not use up any dotted pair.

(PUTD 'AND
'(FLAMBDAL

(COND «ATOM L) T)
«ATOM (CDR L)) (EVAL (CAR L)))
«EV AL (CAR L)) (APPLY 'AND (CDR L))))))

(PUTD 'APPEND
'(LAMBDA (X Y)

(COND «ATOM X) Y)
«CONS (CAR X) (APPEND (CDR X) Y))))))

(PUTD 'ASSOC '(LAMBDA (X L)
(COND «ATOM L) NIL)

«ATOM (CAR L)) (ASSOC X (CDR L))
«EQUAL X (CAAR L)) (CAR L))
«ASSOC X (CDR L))))))

(PUTD 'CAAAR '(LAMBDA (X) (CAAR (CAR X))))
(PUTD 'CAADR '(LAMBDA (X) (CAAR (CDR X))))
(PUTD 'CADAR '(LAMBDA (X},,(CiillR (CAR X))))
(PUTD 'CADDR '(LAMBDA (X) (CADR (CDR X))))
(PUTD 'CDAAR '(LAMBDA (X) (CDAR (CAR X))))
(PUTD 'CDADR '(LAMBDA (X) (CDAR (CDR X))))
(PUTD 'CDDAR '(LAMBDA (X) (CDDR (CAR X))))
(PUTD 'CDDDR '(LAMBDA (X) (CDDR (CDR X))))
(PUTD 'CAAR '(LAMBDA (X) (CAR (CAR X))))
(PUTD 'CADR '(LAMBDA (X) (CAR (CDR X))))
(PUTD 'CDAR '(LAMBDA (X) (CDR (CAR X))))
(PUTD 'CDDR '(LAMBDA (X) (CDR (CDR X))))

(PUTD 'DIV '(LAMBDA (X Y) (CONS (I X Y) (MOD X Y))))

(PUTD 'EQUAL
'(LAMBDA (X Y)

(COND «ATOM X) (EQ X Y))
«ATOM Y) NIL)
«EQUAL (CAR X) (CAR Y)) (EQUAL (CDR X) (CDR Y))))))

(PUTD 'LAST '(LAMBDA (L)
(COND «ATOM L) NIL)

«ATOM (CDR L)) L)
«LAST (CDR L))))))

20
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After a load of hassle from Muso, finally here is the
article about how I get silly pictures of Morris
Marinas onto the Oric, using the excellent PC-HIRES
program.

First get yourself a picture of any file format, and
load it into c PC graphics package, like Paint shop
pro. Maybe get a digital photo that you've taken, or a scan, or even
something you've half-inched off the web. I find it best to adjust the
contrast and brightness, so that the image is sharp. This should look
better when you reduce the number of colours to two, and give a less
'dotty' dithered picture.

Secondly, we have to reduce the picture size to that of the Oric Hires

screen... 240x200. You can either shrink the picture, or 'crop' the
unwanted bits of the photo, or as in this case... both. Of course, it's

unlikely that the picture proportions are the same as the ark screen, so

you'll have to choose whether you'd like blank areas on the screen by
'maintaining the aspect ratio', or to squash or stretch the picture a bit. In

this case I've squashed the picture a little.

The next thing to do is to reduce the colours to 2. I sometimes find this easier to go to greyscale first, and

then to 2 colours. Then you have the problem of what to do with all of the shades of grey in the picture. There
are several things that point packages con do in terms of dithering, and some of the results are shown here...
In my opinion, the best effect is the second picture, which is has Floyd-Steinberg dithering. It makes the

sharpest and most detailed picture in this case. Now, we have to convert the program to ORIC. PC-HIRES

uses 4 file formats... .TIF, .ART, .LBM and .IFF. TIF and ART are crappy old file formats that I don't know
anything about, but IFF is the Amiga standard and LBM is the Amiga and PC's Deluxe Paint standard, which

makes life very easy, as it's a great compact format that doesn't lose quality, and it means that you can use

the easily obtainable (though very old) DELUXE PAINT 11on the PC, or any of the fantastic Amiga versions to
touch up the photo file with ease (if you need to). You don't hove to have Deluxe Paint though... Paint Shop
Pro, and other packages are capable of saving in IFF or LBM format, so we save the file to the PCHIRES

directory.

Once you've used PC-HIRES, you'll be left with 0 lovely Oric compatible HIRES screen, that you can simply

load up and display on your Oric (In HIRES mode of course!).

As the piccy is in black and white, you may want to add some colour using one of Jon Bristow's
groovy Hires screen editing doobries, like HIDE.
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~efore returning back to normal duties, I 'vvould like to appolgise for the errors
tound in the last issue. These 'vvere due in the main I dovvn to me . I photopcopy
, collate and send out the magazine. Sadly an error crept in , where a few pages
\vere put in the vvrong order. Further to that /V\uso's page was not photcopied at all
, and 'vvith the advent of a new computer system, a PC against myoid J\t\ac , my
intended pages vvere not available, hence not reproduction. AnY'vvay , Muso's page
is enclosed I and my pages resume. Sorry for the errors.

Your Posers For This Month.
1) flight Mission Impossible.

There have been many successful aircraft, such as the Soeing 747 and Concorde
: which have gone on to set records for speed, reliability, size and length of
Journeys.
However, aeronatics hass , so far, been unable to develope one sort of aircraft
so it can fly a distance greater than two miles, despite considerable research.
What class of aircraft is cauing the problems? .

2) Diamonds are a girls best friend .

\Nithout cheating
~ , can you vvork out hovv many diamonds in total can be found

in a standard pack of cards?

3) Eggactly a cheat.

John challenges Fred to an egg spinning contest. Each bets £5.00 ,
contest is to spin an egg. He whose egg spins the longest wins.
Both spin an egg at the same time, yet John's egg spins considerably
Can you work out why?

and the

longer.

4) l.ateral thinking !

HO'N many letters are there in the one-word answer to this question?

5) Typographically correct l

Writer Oave John, was found dead, slumped over his computer keyboard. '
Looks like Oave's been working too hard for his poor heart' said the investigating
detective. His assistant took a closer look at the computer screen, and beckoned
his superior. ' This seems curious for a suicide Oviously the garbage at the
bottom of the screen is what he typed when he collapsed on this standard
keyboard, but what about the rest? ',

Take a printout' said the detectective ,
,

with this evidence we can cut down our
enquiries substantially. ' ..
A copy of the printout is reproduced below. Can you tell me what sort of suspect!
s they are looking for?

11 qnd so I hqve decided to tqke my life. Pleqse tell my zife thqt I love her deqrly
but I hope she undersqnds my reqsons . There qre too mqny questions
th j n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n n

nil

Answers to these and last issues posers wil be produced in the next issue.



Is it really number 8 already? Gosh, it is ! Last time we saw the wonderful
demo by Dbug (Michale Pointier), Twilighte (Jonathan Bristow) & Jede (Jerome
Debrune). Now we go back to the usual mix of Oric programs - I hope there is
something there that you like.

ZIP'N'ZAP The last game produced by J. Bristow and now getting on a bit
as it is from 1999. Have you played it ? Give It a go; it is one of the best Oric
games and worth playing in both two player and single pJayer modes. I've just had
a quick play and scored over 19,000. beat that can you?

MINED OUT An odd little program this from Qucksilva. You'll find the
instructions in the game, as with Zjp'n'Zap. Dodge the nasties !

GRENDEL Again, one of the best games ever to grace the Oric. It's so
smooth! Loads of baddies and levels and a cunning pJot that has you shooting
things and solving puzzles at the same time.

Keys are Z - left, X - right, Space - Jump, Down Cursor - Crouch, Return -
Fire, < and> select objectl Escape - Pause.
. Slay anything that moves! Collect the key components, unlock the door with

the completed keys and destroy Grendel !
TEN LITTLEINDIANS Adventure number 10 from Brian Howarth's,

Mysterious Adventures. The usual commands, the usual problems.
CAR MANIAC Again, quite a funny little program, this time from Micropuce.

Drive your car round the maze avoiding the suicidal maniac that tries to crash Into
you. 'Eat' the dots to advance.

PYRAMANIAC This is a cunningly devised name for what is basically a
HuBert clone. Instructions are in the game. Paint the pyramid to move on -
pyramid- ~pyram~tniac, geddit ?

GHOST GOBBLER One of the IJK class;cs. NB Anybne that bought the 'Best
of IlK' disk should transfer this across as there was a small problem with the 'Best
of'. version

What more can I say? It's Pacman - The ghosts get a bit mad if you eat
them up so try and avoid them. Instructions in the game.

THE TRAP This is something new to me. I'm not sure where it came from
and the author only comes up as Peter K - who's that? 1 don't know... Curious
little game on the lines of Mined Out. Keep moving for as long as you can - that's
it r I got 93 or something like that.

SCREEN A nice HIRES screen for you to ogle. This one is a pretty lady!!!
SCROLLER Another scroller for you to have a look at. I'm not sure who

programmed this one now. Was it Henrik Holm? Quite good, whoever did it - let
us know...

UNERASE No one wants my fine PD disks :o( There fulJ of nice Oric games,
utilities and useful bits of code. This one was from Jon Haworth before he vanished
in to the mist Warning! Read those instructions and take heed!

UNQUIT I wanted one of these for ages. You know how after a QUITyou
have to keep using the shriekl exclamation mark? Well this solves things -
Remember though that you will have to type! UNQUITto use it !!!!!!

)/~


